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Up to £1 20p
£2 30p
£3 40p
£4 50p
£5 60p
£6 70p
£7 80p
£8 90p
£9 £1.00
£10 £1.05

REGISTERED TRADE MARK ®

Horse No.

N10
N12

N10
N10
N8

N7

N8
N8

N6

Horse No.
N15
N16

N15

N15

PRICE LIST

DUTCH BELGIAN NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY
DBN 1 Belgian Flank Co. Infantry March Attack.
DBN 2 Belgian Flank Co. Infantry Advancing.
DBN 3 Belgian Flank Co. Officer.
DBN 4 Belgian Centre Co. Infantry Standard Bearer.
DBN 5 Belgian Centre Co. Infantry Drummer.
DBN 6 Belgian Centre Co. Officer.
DBN 7 Belgian Centre Co. Infantry March Attack.
DBN 8 Dutch Line infantry Advancing.
DBN 9 Dutch Line Officer.
DBN 10 Dutch Line Infantry Drummer.
DBN 11 Dutch Line Infantry Standard Bearer.
DBN 12 Dutch Chasseur Advancing.
DBN 13 Dutch Chasseur Officer.
DBN 14 Dutch Foot Artillery Holding Rammer.
DBN 15 Dutch Foot Artillery Firing Gun.
DBN 16 Dutch Foot Artillery Carrying Bucket.
DBN 17 Dutch Foot Artillery Holding Trail Spike.
DBN 18 Dutch Foot Artillery Officer.

DUTCH BELGIAN NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
DBNC 1 Carabinier.
DBNC 2 Carabinier Officer.
DBNC 3 Carabinier Trumpeter.
DBNC 4 Carabinier Standard Bearer.
DBNC 5 Light Dragoon.
DBNC 6 Light Dragoon Officer.
DBNC 7 Light Dragoon Trumpeter
DBNC 8 Light Dragoon Standard Bearer.
DBNC 9 Field Officer.
DBNC 10 Dutch Limber Horse Rider.

NASSAU NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY
NN 1 Grenadier March Attack.
NN 2 Grenadier Advancing.
NN 3 Grenadier Firing.
NN 4 Grenadier Officer.
NN 5 Grenadier Drummer.
NN 6 Grenadier Standard Bearer.
NN 7 Line Infantry Advancing.
NN 8 Line Infantry Officer.
NN 9 Line Infantry Standard Bearer.
NN 10 Line Infantry Drummer.
NN 11 Field Officer.

NASSAU NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
NNG 1 Chasseur.
NNC 2 Chasseur Officer.
NNC 3 Chasseur Bugler.
NNC 4 Chasseur Standard Bearer.

NASSAU NAPOLEONIC PERSONALITIES
NNCX 1 Prince of Orangel
NNCX 2 Staff Officer with Map.

NEW POSTAGE RATES

(with immediate effect)

each £1 or part thereof
thereafter 5p

Foot Casting 8p
Rider Casting 9p
Horse Casting lip
Camel Casting 16p
Elephant Casting 66p
Gun, Limber 40p to 45p
Strip of 5 Infantry or 3

Cavalry or Gun or
Limber, 15mm Scale .. 15p

Full Catalogue (Inland) 65p

MINIATURE FIGURINES
28-32 NORTHAM ROAD. SOUTHAMPTON S02 0PA

LIMITED
Telephone 20855 (0703)



^BRITISH
Four beautiful photographic cards for the collector, size 814 x 11% inches, ideal for framing.
Glorious colour, fantastic detail and superb finish, all in a presentation cover. Authentic
historical notes with each set. A desirable addition to any military collection.

PRICE: £1.50 per set of 4, incl. of VAT & postage.

MAIL ORDER ONLY, PLEASE.

Set depicts: Lifeguard in Hyde Park, Yeoman Warder at Tower of London, R.H.A Officer
at Windsor Castle, Royal Hussar at Tidworth Hall.
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MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

March 1976

additions to range
25mm

British Napoleonic Cavairy (BNC)

BNC25 Household Cavalry
Standard Bearer

BNC26 Heavy Dragoon Standard
Bearer

BNC27 Hussar Guidon bearer

French Napoleonic Cavalry (FNC)
FNC43 Grenadier a Cheval of the

Guard standard bearer

25mm

Napoleonic Peninsular (NP)
NP27 Spanish Fusilier in bicorne
NP28 Spanish Standard Bearer

French Napoleonic (FN)

FN38 Polish Voltiguer,
advancing

French Napoleonic Cavairy (FNC)

FNC48 Empress Dragoon
Standard Bearer 18p

FNC49 Chasseur a Chevel

Standard Bearer 18p

British Napoleonic Cavairy (BNC)
BNC24 Scots Grey Guidon

Bearer 18p

FNC44 Cuirassier standard bearer

FNC50 Carabinier standard bearer

Russian Napoleonic (RN)

RN3 Musketeer, charging
RN12 Musketeer Officer,

charging
Prussian Napoleonic Cavalry
(PNC)

PNC10 Guard Hussar Trooper
PNC11 Guard Hussar Officer
PNC13 Landwehr Trooper
PNC14 Landwehr Officer

AW43 American Colour Bearer
AW44 Brunswick Colour Bearer

25mm Equipment (25/)
25/AW Pair of oxen and yoke 29p

25mm Equipment Group (EG)
EG12 Ox cart, 2 oxen and driver

on foot.Suitable for all
periods. BSp

American War of Independence
(AW)

AW37 Butlers Ranger
AW38 Iroquois Indian
AW39 American Infantry.

charging
AW40 Minute man, advancing
AW41 American Militia,

advancing
AW42 British Colour Bearer

Napoleonic Peninsular Cavalry
(NPC)

NPC9 British Hussar Trooper
NPC10 British Hussar Officer

NPC11 British Hussar Guidon
Bearer

Ancient Egyptian (AE)

AE10 Egyptian trumpeter
AE11 Egyptian drummer
AE12 Egyptian sllnger

54mm

Equipment Range
ME/G/20 British 18 pdr. gun

1800-1860 —£4.17

ME/L/4 British Heavy Limber
1800-1860 — £3.18

75mm

Julian Benassi Range (75/JB)

75/JB7 German Infantryman 1915
— £2.50

Chas. C. Stadden Range (CCS/75)
CCS/751 95th Rifleman Corunna

1809 —£2.75

54mm

Cliff Sanderson Range (CS)
CS24 Woman charging musket

from powder flask 1800-
1900

CS25 Woman ramming musket
with child clinging to skirts
1800-1900

75mm

Julian Benassi Range (75/JB)
75/JB5 Captain of Grenadiers. 7th

'Africa' Line Regiment.
Naples 1812 £2.50

Julian Benassi Cavalry Range
(75/JBC)

75/JBC2Prussian Landwehr Lancer
1815 £6.25

- >

HINCHLIFFE
Figures by

Chas. C. STADDEN

95th Rifleman of Corunna fame 1809.

Code CCS/751. Price £2.75 lilJ
A superb range of 75mm figures of British
Regiments, each from a glorious page of their
history.

Please write for our current price list, 12p.
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The-Napoleonic Era war characterized by
change. Change ^'as ffclc everywhere,
but nowhere raore than on the battle

field. In every country, leaders came
forward to challenge Napoleon on the
field of battle. Usually victory or
defeat depended upon the genius or
Incorapetcnca of a single individual.
National differences may h.ave had s
bearing on particular events but leader
ship was ultinvitely the key. High
quality troops could be sacrificed by
bungling commanders as at New Orleans.
Poor quality troops could be Inspired
by a genius like Napoleon. If you're
tired of having y^ur own genius frus- r
trated by artificial national differences
then you need to CHANGE to the player-
oriented game.

US $5.00
^  Foreign $6.00

SYSTEtiS A.NALYSIS C/^/
BO.Y 3551 Ip/u
HAMPTON, VA 23663
Virginia residents add
Dealer and club rates on request

ANCIENTS!
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SET OF REFERENCE BOOKS
FOR WARGAMERS AND MODELLERS OF THE ANCIENT
WORLD —

THE ARMIES & ENEMIES SERIES

ARMIES OF MACEDONIAN & PUNIC WARS
U K £1.70, U S.A. S4.60. or 36.50 (air!

ARMIES & ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL ROME (2nd edition!
U.K. £2.60, U.S.A. 37.00. or $8.20 (air)

ARMIES & ENEMIES OF ANCIENT EGYPT & ASSYRIA
U.K. £2.65, U.S.A. 37.00, or 38.20 (air!

ARMIES OF GREEK & PERSIAN WARS
U.K. £2.75, U.S.A. 37.20, or 38.40 (air)

armies & ENEMIES OF ANCIENT CHINA
U.K. £3.50, U.S.A. 39.00, or 311.00 (air)

Also rules for Ancient Warfare, now in 5tb edition and
spanning 3000BC-1250AD

U.K. £1.50, U.S.A. 34.40, Air 36.00

An SAE will bring our full list of rules In many periods.
Reference books and boxed games, from

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex

All prices include appropriate post and packing, and charges for
changing U.S.A. personal cheques in dollars

Osprey
Militaria
Books
Unbeatable for accuracy, quality
and value

Men-at-Arms

Four new titles just published;
The Zulu Wars by Angus McBride
A concise account of their causes, course and outcome, with
special emphasis on the Zulu .side of the story.

The Landsknechts by Douglas Miller
A fascinating study of these flamboyant 16th century
mercenaries, including many rare engravings and
formation diagrams.

Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers by Emir Bukhari
The first of a planned series on French 1st Empire line
cavalry. Illustrations include rare examples of the Bucquoy
uniform plates.

The Mexican-American War 1846-48 by Philip Katcher
A description of both armies, with lists of units present at
each major engagement, eyewitness paintings and some of
the earlie.st military photographs.

Each hook includes monochrome illustrations throughout,
22-24 accurate full colour paintings of uniforms and
detailed descriptions of uniforms, equipment, tactics,
organisation and battle records. /
Paper covers. £1.75 each. S

/Medieval Warfare
by Terence Wise

An authoritative and beautifully
illustrated account of fourteenth and

fifteenth century European warfare,
with appendices on wargaming and
modelling in the medieval period.
.£4..50, Hardcover. I
Publication April 22nd. I

You won't want to miss the ^
Osprey Militaria weekend tr X ''
be held at Belvoir Castle on y
lOth/llth July.

Available from
booksellers and ^ )
model shops, I
or in case of ■

difficulty
direct from: '

Osprey Pubiishinj; Limited. 12-M Long Acre, London WC2E 9LP.

Please send me copy./iesof

I enclose cheque/1'.()., value & (please add 10% of total for p&p).

Please send me further details of the Osprey Weekend □

Ospreyl
Member Company of the |

(leorge Philip Group j



Win With SKYTREX, Ground, Sea & Air,

1/300th MICROARIVIOUR MODERN &WWII

German

Warsaw Pact
T5b

T62

PT76

ZSU57(SPAAj
T54

BTR60pPB APC
8TR40P Witii Swatter Missiles

BMP76PB APC

BTR50P APC

SAM 6 AA Missile Carrier

DN3 Chieftain

DN4 Centurion Mk 13

DN5 M48A2
DN6 Leopard
DN7 M60 Ai MET
DN8 M60A2MBT
DN11 Scorpion
DN20 Jadgpz Kanone
DN22 Fox/\imouied Car
DN23 Saiadin Armoured Car
DN24 Saracen APC

DN2b FV432 APC
DN26 Mil 3 APC
DN27 Striker with Swingfire AT

Missiles

DN28 Jayd Panier Rakote
DN29 Mardei
DN30 Abbot SPG
0N31 Ml 10 203mm SP Gun

FRENCH
DMF1 AMX13

DMF2 AMX30

DMI-3 AMX 13 with Hut MisSiies
OMFIO AMXIOpAPC
DMF I 5 AMX30 with Ftoland AA

Missiles

OMF U-) GCT Ibbmm S P Guit

DR1 KVl Tank

OR? T34 76 Tank

0R3 r34 85 Tank
0R4 KV2 Tank

DRb BT 7 Tank

0R6 JS II Tank

DK 7 Sldlirt Tank

DR8 KV 85 Tank

DR9 BA 10M Armoured Car
OR 15 SU 76 Assault Gun

OR 1 6 SU 85 Assault Gun
OR 17 SU 100

OR 18 SU 122 Assault Gun

0R19 JS 152 Assault Gun

OR30 Ga/4x6 Truck
0R31 Ga/ 4x4 Truck
DR22 Ga/ Jeep
0R40 M39 Anti Tank Gun

DR41 152mm Tracked Howil/er

DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher
DR10 Ga/ 69 Armoured Car

OR32 Ga/ 64 Track Truck

Italian
on M13 40 Tank

012 Sermovefite 75 18
013 Autoijiinda Armoured Car

French
OF 1 C'rii 81 Tank

WWII MODELS

ALL 8p EACH
NEW ITEMS ADDED

EVERY MONTH

8ji I 170cm Railway Gun

1 /300th AIRCRAFT
Well detailed metal castings. Ideal
for air support for your ground
units

Group A 1 3f:
Mr- 109

Sn V
;X

1 40 A3

»•( u' r

Mustang P51 D
Zeio

Yak 9
Buftalu

Harner VfOl je

I  16 Raid

Group 8 - 1 Bp
I luincler holt

Me 110
Mosquilo
Typhoon
Stuka

Me 262

MRCA

.  l.iyhiiuny

M'iG 25

blurmovik

M Hciye IIK'
Defiant

Miy 15
M Ki 21

PLEASE SEND

A STAMPED SELF

ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

FOR OUR COMPLETE LIST

Group C ■ 25p
Durnier 1 7/

Heinkei It!

Jli 88
Beaufiytner

Group D • 45p
Lancaster

Fortress (B 1 7El
Jii 52

Modern - 15p
Suknoi FU7 Grounrl Attack Jet

Skyfiawk Ground Attack Fighter
Jayuar Multipurpose Fighter

Crusader Tank

Matilda Tank

Valentine Tank
Churcfull Tank

Cromwell Tank
British A9 Tank

Vickers Light Tank
AI3 Cruiser Tank

A30 Challenger
Crusader III AA

Number Armoured Car

Slag Hound Armoured Car
Daimler Armoured Car

Harrington Armoured Car
AEC Mkl Armoured Cai
Rolls Royce Armoured
Car (1930-41)
Daimler Scout Car

Bren Carrier

White Scout Car
Humber Staff Car

Quad Truck

Bedford QL 3 ton Truck
Austin Bowser
Scammeil Pioneer

Scammell Breakdown Crane
Austin 3 ion Truck

Austiri 30 cwt Truck

Morns 1 b-cwi
Radio Truck

Morns 1 Dcwi Bowser
Scorpion Flail
Centaur ARV
25-pdr Gun (Firinyi
25 pdr Gun (Limbered)
1 7 pdr Gun (Firiogi
6-pdr Gun (Firing)
2-pdr Gun (Fmngl
Bishop SP Gun
Bofors Quad
Ar»ciier 1 7 pdr SP Gun
Pnesi SPG

Buffalo L V T

American
Grant Tank

Shennan Tank

Stuart Tank
Sherman Firefly
Persliiny
M8 Armoured Car

MID Tank Destroyer
M1 8 T ank Destroyer
M36 Tank Destroyer
M3 ' .• Track

ton Jeep
DUKW

Mack 6*6 Tiuck

Chev 30-cwi Truck

Cnev LRDG Truck

1 55mm Howit/er

Pz Kpfw I Tank
Pz.Kpfw.ll Tank
Pz Kpfw.Ill Tank
Pz Kpfw IV Tank F1
PZ.IVF2

Pz IV aus.H
Tiger I Tank
T iger II Tank
Jaydtiger
Panther Tank

Jagdpanther
Slug III Assault Gun
Elefant

Pz-Kpfw 4 7cm Pak(t)
Pz.Kpfw 38(1)
Slurmtiger
fViashorn 88mm SP Gun
Jagdpanzer IV
Marder III

Jagdpanzer Hetzei
Sturmpanzer IV
Marder 111 Pak

76 2mm. (R)
PzFH Wespe lOStnm SP Gun
H ummei

Sd.Kfz 222

Arrnoijred Car

SdKlz 232

Armoured Car

SrJ.Ktz 234 2 (Pumat

SdKfz 233

Armoured Car 7 5 l24

Sd Kfz 234 4

Armoured Car 7 5 Pak 40
Sd Kf/ 250

Sd.Kf/ 250 8

7.5crnL 24

Sd KI/ 250 9

Arrnoufed Car

Sd Kf/ 250 4 80mm
Self-propelled Mortar
Sd Kf/ 251 ^ . Track
SdKf/ 251 7

Engineers Vetucle
Sd Kf/ 251 9
75mm L24

Sd.Kf/ 251 16 Fiamir T'liowei

Sd Kf/ 251 17 AA 20mm

S(i Kfz 7 (88 TI dclor)

Sd Kf/ 7 (Open top)
Opel Silt/ 3 iori Truck
Daimler Ben/ 3000L Truck

Opel Maultier '. -Track
Daimler Benz Bowser

Kubelwagen
Steyr 1 500 Field Car
Keiienkrad

SiG33 '1 50mm SPG 38{t)
37mm AA SPG
Sau'Hi Heavy Truck
SWS 40 . Track

Mercedes Staff Car

M C Combination

Opel Radio Truck
5.0cm Pak 38 (Firing)
7.5cm Pak 40 (Firing)
8.8cm Flak (Firing)
8 8cm Flak (Limber ed)
8.8cm Pak 43 (Finngi
1 05mm Field Gun

Nebelwerfer

Ostwinc) AA SPG

7 5cm infantry Gun

WARGAME RULES

LAND BATTLES

3000BC to 1250AD IW R G j
Wars of the Roses Medieval (Decaisell
Early Medieval (SirnHiiijnrtiM)
1500-1660 2nd ediiiun (Bii ininyliam)
Napoleonic (L W S :
1 750 1850 Warfare (W K G i
Napuleomc Rules lor 1 300 scaie
G W Jeffery
American Civil W.ar

(Confederate High Cumrnand)
WW I Land Rules (Skyire*)
infantry Action 1925 1975 (W R G i ,
Armour Infantry Action 1925 1350'
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W W It
(Skytrex)

Leicester Micro-Wiirtare W W II

1 950 1 9 75 ArniL'ur infantry iW R G )
vV W !i Ryiles basic (Mike Philpoii &
bob Tfiompsoni

Musketeer Rules 1490-1690

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W R G 1
Greek Naval Warfare (L W S )
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar)
Ameiican Civil War Ironclads (Navwat;
World War I Naval tSkylrex)
WoildWai 11 Naval (Leicester)
Galactic Warfare Rules
Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar i

Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester)

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of tfie Macedonian and Punic Wars

by Phil Barker (W R.G.) £1.30

Western Gunfiyhi (Bristol) £1.50
Watyames Campaigns by Tony Batn
(W R G ) £1.85
How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott
& Bob Thompson) 60p

Armies & Enemies of Ancient

Egypt & Assyria (W.R.G.) £2.30
Armies 8. Enemies of Imperial Rome
(WRG) £2.40

Agmcouri Battle & Dress Information.
Almark £1.25

The Napoleonic Wargame. G.W. Jeffery £1.50
Armies & enemies of Ancient

China (W.R.C ) £3.20
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE:

1 Western desert (hardback) £3.10
2.Russian campaign (hardback) £3.95

Both of the above books contain extensive
information on weapons, tactics and logistics of
these campaigns and are ideal for 1 '3(X)
microarmour

Renaissance Armies 1480 1650
by George Gush £4.25

Ancient Wargaming (Airfix Guide)
by P Barker £1.20

The Roman Army from Caesar
to Trajan £1.50

BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS
We accept your card numbers by letter or
phone in your order to Noilingfiam 43457

We have large stocks of all available Garrison
25mm figures for rapid despatch to reinforce
your armies. Also the new list gives details of
many new items in the 1 /3000th WWI and

WWII ship ranges.

AGENT FOR U.S A
till Dean Books Ltd , 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard.

Whitestone, New York 11357
Tel 212 767-6632

POSTAGE & PACKING
UK AFPO AND BFPQ 10°/o up to £5. over £5 Free

Overseas 60% up to £7, 30% over £7
75% Garrison

SCUTRE
28 CHURCH STREET,

WYMESWOLD,LEICESTERSHIRE.



C S << D, Inc
731 So. University &Wd. Denver Colorado S0205

Midwest Waraanr^sSapply w-
1516 Mor^dfltr Place. Arr» Arbor, MicNgan 46104

AUSTRALIA

Military Hobbies SHop
335 Sponccr St Melbourne 3003

METAL miniatures

25 *nm Wargames Figures
■ ■ ■ ■

OTHER RANGES

NORMANS, TURKS SPANISH

Available from

MAIL ORDER OFFICE

23 GROVE ROAD

LEI6HT0N BUZZARD

BEDS LU7 85F

An extensive range including

MUSICIANS standard BEARERS & GUN CREWS FOR ALL ARMIES
■ ■ ■ ■

€rt^lt Civtf War
A large range

PERSONALITIES CANNONS & CART 4 poOT FIGURES

mm mm \ CAVALRY

16 tH Ceniur^ 1 \ catalogue ..
A coatlriued. increase in. Range \ \

■ ■ ■ ■ \ \

^^flncients \ \
GREEKS, ROMANS, DARK AGES \ |

CAVALRY.

catalogue ..
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EDITORIAL

1736-1865
This is not the

original Editorial that

isLe^'of^wLgame^^s NeLletter - that you will get next month - because what 1 have to say here has a
topicality and urgency which hrooks no delay:

Yesterday 1 suffered a chastening experience when ;
MILITARY HERITAGE 1776-1976" one-day Convention held at
company with Peter Gilder, I was taking part in two la 1
Freeman's Farm 1777 so, in the sense that we were one o
some of the responsibility for what occurred. In brief
was so pitifully supported that those manning the trade
It is with the idea of discovering why so little intere
this Editorial and it will be greatly appreciated if re
reasons for the disaster so that steps can be taken, no
Press but also by other Convention sponsors to avoid a

attending the ARMS AND AliMOURPRESS "AMERICA'S
the London 'Tara Hotel in Kensington. In
hour wargame/demonstrations of the Battle of
f the "attractions" presumably we must bear
■, this most promising and well organised event
:  stands appeared to out-number the visitors!
!st was shown in this event that 1 have produced
laders will pick up their pens and suggest
it only by Lionel Leventhal and Arms and Armour
repetition.

Remembering that the Harrogate Convention scheduled for 3rd April had to be cancelled because
there was insufficient trade support for that and SOUTHERN MILITAIRE in f
it miiiht be suffeested that "AMERICA'S MILITARY HERITAGE" was up against too much competition of asLTilrnaLre I{?hougrthere will be military enthusiasts whose interests will stimulate them to
attend both types of event if funds permit, the too-much-competition theory does not really hold waterbeJauL S?s A?ms aL Irm^r Press p?oJect'was in a class of its own in the sense that it had moved
ahead of the normal Wargames Convention with numerous tables of f andemonstrating their esoteric table-top battling. This was a first-class military event offering a
almost unique opportunity to hear at least six speakers of international military reputation, to
an entirely new concept of wargame/demonstration using the highest quality wargames figures on a
superb and realistic terrain plus film on the American Revolution directed by the famous ^erican
producer D.W.Griffiths and another on the American Civil War - to say nothing o. innumerable
and society stands with exhibits covering all subjects of interest to military enthusiasts.

4t,a. one nf the sneakers was worth travelling miles to hear - weapons experts like F.W.Wilkinson,
Ian V.Hogg and Major-General B.P.Hughes R.A. (whose wonderful books FIREPOWER and BRITISH SMOOTmORE
ARTILLERY OF THE 18th and 19th CENTURIES are well kno'-m to most wargamers); W.Y.Carman who probablySs S mSL about the British Army as any living man, "ajor-General J D Lunt who ^ the
I6th/5th Lancers, been in the Arab Legion and written such books as CHARGE TO GLORY and SCARLET
LANCER; David Chandler well-known to us all - all embarrassingly lecturing to rows and rows
seats. Those many manufacturers who make these events possible by paying for trade stands all must
have made a substantial loss which hardly encourages them to pack up their wares
some far corner of the country on future occasions. As for Arms and Armour Press, my heart bled for
Lionel Leventhal who smiled bravely throughout the day as he was no doubt wondering what were
chances of getting an overdraft from the bank!

The event was held ataneasily accessible brand new spacious and brightly lit London hotel as
different as chalk and cheese from the crowded and inconvenient venue for Arms and Armour
previous WATERLOO CONVENTION where people fought to get in! Mr. Leventhal and all
with promoting this beautifully organised event, all trade people present, to say ®® '
will be really appreciative of any reasons that might be offered for this debacle, ^an it be thatwargamers and military collectors do not want serious military discussion, is this style of event
above our needs? Please send in your opinions - we are really interested.

DON FEATHERSTONE

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; 30p per copy + 6p postage - £U.32p per annum for 12 issues.
Overseas - £A.50p (^13).

This includes Bank Handling charges for non-sterling areas.
ADVERTISING RATES: ^ ^ ,

Tradition
Advertisement Manager.
Roland Sutton,
Tradition,
5A-5B Shepherds St.,

Full page
Half page -
Quarter page
Eighth page

£12.00p
£7. OOp.
£4.OOp
£2.50p

,
5A-5B Shepherds St.
Mayfair, London,
WIY 7LD.

Editorial Office

Donald Featherstone

69 Hill Lane

Southampton SOl 5AD
Hants, U.K.

"^^^^THIS^MG^INE^HAs 'nO FACILITIES FOE ARTWORK ASD ALL ADVERTISING COPY ktJST BE "CAMERAtREADY" TO' A
PAGE SIZE OF II" X 6".
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"AV ofrasmas

' ̂ ' ! // '^ ''^''—'' ^^/*/a^5/"on/"gmV^ j.
By Captain Alec L. Ridpath

Dueen's Westminster (l3th Middlesex) Volunteers

■Mm?4^35? fi2 10
■IsS ^5 // '
9  «?

(From "Royal Magazine" May I9OO) These pieces represent
troops: 1. Officer

An authoritative and Interesting account of the Great Game which is commanding. 2. Ammunl-
played hy officers of all Nations, with a view to making themselves tlon reserve. 3. Five
masters of strategy. Krlegsplel, or War Game, Is of German origin. Its troops of cav. k Ten
ohject Is Instruction, not amusement, and It should he regarded as a half-hns of Inf. In line
tactical exercise, not as a game. 5. Twelve coys of Inf.

In extended order. 6. 3
Military manoeuvres with real troops over real country are very cost- htys of arty. 7. Six

ly, and can only he rarely engaged In. The hest substitute for them is sqds of cav. 8. Three
military manoeuvres over maps with dummy troops - that Is to say, the War htys & 2 half htys of
Game. The umplre-ln-chlef plays the part of the general commanding arty. 9. Ammunition re-
fleld manoeuvres. He prepares a scheme, which Is called "The General Idea , serve. 10. Two f-htys
and which Is Issued to hoth combatants; also a "Special Idea" for each Royal Artillery. 11. Two
side. But he cannot foresee how his scheme will work out. 1 once remember sections R.A.
seeing the same scheme played on two different occasions hy differen
players and working out so differently as to he hardly recognisable.

The "General Idea" lays down the kind of operations which are to he practised - for example, an
attack upon a convoy In transit, a flank guard action, an action between an advance guard and a rear
guard, the defence of a section of railway, or any other military operation which may he selected.

The "Special Ideas" represent the orders supposed to he Issued hy the superior officers to the
commanders of the respective forces engaged. A small scale map of the country accompanies each Special
Idea". These maps are usually one—Inch maps — that Is to say, on the scale of one Inch to the mile. It
Is not probable that maps of larger scale would he available on service. The Special Idea Informs the
commander the ohject he is to endeavour to achieve, lays down the force at his disposal, and gives him
such other information as the umpire may wish him to receive.

Each commander, on receipt of the General Idea, the Special Idea for his side, and his map. Issues
his orders In writing to his subordinates, who should he provided with one—Inch maps. He also sends a
report, enclosing a copy of these orders, to the umpire—In—chief. In this way practice Is gained hoth
In map-reading and In writing orders - two very essential matters.

The umpire—In—chief decides at what hour of day or night each side Is to commence operations and
the state of weather supposed to he prevailing at the time — a matter of Importance, as It affects the
range of vision. All these preliminaries are usually got over before the day on which the game Is to
take place.

The game Itself Is played upon three large scale maps (usually 6lns to the mile) screened off from
one another, one map being for the umpire and one for each side. The players should not he allowed to
see these maps till the game begins.

The troops are represented hy small blocks of metal, painted red for one side, blue for the other,
and marked to show which branch of the service they belong to. These blocks are of different sizes
according to the force they represent, single men, messengers and cavalry vedettes are shown hy coloured
counters. One or more assistant umpires are told off to each side. Moves are hy time, such as a half-
hour move, a flve-mlnutes move, a two-minutes move, and so on.

The umplre-ln-chlef decides the length of each move. When he has called a move, each side has the
right to send troops In any direction as far as they would he able to go In the time given, unless they
are checked hy the enemy. The rate of marching of the different arms Is calculated and deductions made
hy the umpire for time lost In passing obstacles, reconnoitring, or for had country. The assistant
umpires measure off the distances on the map with compasses or with a specially made metal measure
which is familiarly known as a "gigger"; they then place the troops, subject to the above limitations,
in accordance with the player's wishes. On Red's map only red forces are shown, unless any of the blue
forces would he visible if the game were being played on real country, in which case the said blue
forces are also shown on Red's map. Blue forces are on Blue map-both forces are shown on the umpire's

The time is always carefully kept. It must be borne in mind that the duration of a move has
nothing to do with the actual time taken by the assistant umpires to move the dummy troops into the



requireii positions. When "the time" is mentioned it is the time relating / \
to the stage of the hattle which is always meant. \

The positions of the commanders on hoth sides have always to he in- /iPace ̂SoInciikA
dicated. This is usually done with rather larger blocks of metal made to / « \
stand vertically on the maps. / 1 Move= sMinutes

As the game develops, bodies of troops get detached in different
directions, such, for instance, as the cavalry, which is rarely with the
main bodies.

The commanders of detached troops are not allowed to communicate with their commanders-in-chief,
nor with each other except by messages, which should be in the form of properly-written reports - the
art of writing reports being of the highest importance in warfare and one that every officer should
understand. The time the messenger would take covering the messenger would take covering the distance
to be traversed is calculated, and the message is handed to the officer to whom it is addressed at the
time he would receive it.

'■w-alK^A.

GALLOP
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When possible the commanders of detached troops are made to work on
separate maps. When necessary, they are called in to see the umpire's
map, such portions of the field as would not be visible to them being
covered up. In this way, officers are obliged to act upon such con-
cliisions as their own intelligence may enable them to draw from what
is known to them of the enemy's movements. And they have to depend
on their own dispositions and the capacity of their subordinates for
gaining accurate information.

When two bodies of troops are engaged the umpire decides which
Another of the measuring pieces has to retire, how much it has suffered, or, in extreme cases, which

is annihilated. Occasionally the toss of a coin is resorted to when
circumstances require it. For example, if two batteries of artillery come into action at the same
moment, on equal ground, at a decisive range, it is evident they could not long remain firing at each
other without result. The battery which first suffered seriously would then have to retire or suffer
extinction from the superior fire of its opponent. All being equal, the umpire would spin a coin to
decide which side must withdraw. But such equality of chances does not often happen.

The umpire calls both sides to his map, criticises the orders given and the manner in which they
have been executed, explains mistakes and offers suggestions. It will be seen that it is important to
have a capable and experienced officer to act as umpire, as the value of the exercise much depends on
the scheme set, the manner in which the game is umpired, and the criticism passed when the play is over.

It must not be supposed that War Game can ever take the place of field manoeuvres, any more than
the experience of years of manoeuvring can be balanced against that of a single scientifically conducted
campaign. Nor does it always follow that an officer who is very successful at War Game and manoeuvres
will prove a great commander in the field. There is one notable instance, at least, where this test of
a general's capacity proved disastrously delusive.

Nevertheless, the War Game tends to develop the habit of reflecting on tactical problems, and
applying correct tactical principles to their solution. It helps to t«ach officers to penetrate the
designs, dispositions, and condition of the enemy from slight indications, while masking their own, and
it promotes the study of scientific warfare.

Von Moltke was a profound military student, so also was Skobeleff, the great Russian General of
the last Russo-Turkish War. Our own Nelson was noted for his knowledge of naval tactics long before the
opportunity came ever to be reflecting upon his nautical problems. It was thus he prepared his mind
to seize instantly the salient points of any problem which actually presented itself to him for prac
tical solution, and all his reflection having been done beforehand, he was ready to act vigorouslyo
Wellington as a young man made a point of studying all that bore upon his profession. Thus we see the
great captains of the past did not disdain the study of tactics. It is to promote and assist this
study that the War Game was invented and is so largely played.

What modern experts think of the educational value of Kriegspiel may be gathered from the fact
that such men as Sir E. Wood, Adjutant-General to the Forces, Sir F. Grenfell, Governor of Malta,
Generals Sir F. Clery (now in South Africa), Stirling, Luck, and many other distinguished soldiers think
it worth while to give up their time to setting schemes and umpiring at war games.

The game is often played at the War Office by members of the headquarter staff, at Aldershot, and
many other places. Most instructive games are played at the United Service Institute, where Col.
Lonsdale Hale, who is recognised as one of the great authorities on the game, supervises the arrange
ments and often acts as umpire. During his command of the Home District, Lord Methuen frequently
attended these games at the United Service Institute, of which he was then president.

SOME NOTES ON NAPOLEONIC FIREARMS - Continued from Page 18

A final point often forgotten when estimating the length of time a unit could fight without a re-
supply of ammunition, is that whenever possible troops were ordered to carry spare rounds in addition
to the 40 or so carried in their cartridge-boxes (some boxes had provision for only 20); as the
"Cumberland Chronicle" reported in August 1778, on the Cheshire Militia being turned out for an alarm
during the night, "one of the Grenadiers .... put on his accoutrements without having cloaths on; the
officer at first imagined he had his white jacket on .... but on close inspection found he was naked,
and accordingly reprimanded him" - not for appearing indecently in the street, but "for not having any
pocket to put spare cartridges in"!
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JACKLEX 20 mm

FOOT 7p CAV 17p

NEWI The Sudan Campaign

F1 HacJendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beia Ben Arnir Swordsman

El Sudanese Egyptian Int Advancing
E2 SudanesezEgyptian Inf Firing
E3 Sudanese Egyptian Inf Off
E4 Sudanese Egyptian Inf Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese Egyptian Inf Cav' OH

F4 Jihfldia Rifiem.m

F5 .Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bi-Oti-r

colonial catling gun and three crew 7(

colonial mule GtN TEAM SET
6 mules 6 handlers. 1 mountain gun
Ammo 00* s etc f T

colonial FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun. limbe-, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber nders etc f1

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 'Standing F.nng
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 OH

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890 1900 BRmSH ARMY

BT QHicer Marching
B2 OHicer Firing Pistol
83 fnf Lying Firing
B4 tnf Kneeling Firing
85 Inf Standing Finng
B6 Inf Advancing
87 inf Advancing Rifle Separate
88 Inf Marching
89 Highland Off Marching

810 Highland OH Firing Piiitol
811 Highland OH Inf LymtTiring
012 Highland OH. Inf Kneeling Firing
813 Highland OH Inf Standing Firing
814 Highland OH Inf Advancing
815 Highland OH Inf Advancing Rifle Separate
816 Highland OH Inf
BC1 Cavalry OHicer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper

INDIAN ARMY REGULAR

817 OHicer Marching
810 OHicer Firing Pistol
819 Infantry Lying Firing
820 Infantry Kneeling Firing
821 Infantry Standing Firing
822 Inlentiy Advancing
823 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separete
824 Infantry Marching
825 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer

ZULU WAR

BRITISH ARMY
BZ1 OHicer Marching
BZ2 OHicer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching

ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
223 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN

T1 Chief

T2 Tribesman lying Firing
T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tfibesman Standing Firing

THE MODEL SHOP
31 ST. ANN'S ROAD.
HARROW, MiDDX.

T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
■ TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry OHicer
R8 Cossack Lancer

R9 Cossack OH

Colonial Field Gun &0p
Colonial Mountain Gun 50p
(Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. '
Gunner with shell. 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling Set 40p

Colonial Gun Crew(lndian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling Set 40o

FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Ad\fancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry OHicer

BRITISH ARMY

H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry OHicer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



still - often around 700 before the less effective had been deducted. Foot Guards battalions had much
higher establishments - often up to 1,200 men each and even in the Peninsular War seldom fell below
800.

The theoretical establishment of 1,100 plus was seldom seen on campaign: the battalions of over
1,000 men in the Peninsular battles were very few, for example the I/kth at Busaco, and the l/42nd at
Salamanca. Actual strengths were much lower - at the end of 1811 for example, only nine of Wellington's
forty-six battalions (including Guards) had more than 700 men, with eleven at under AOO men. The
strongest was the l/A3rd (1,005 men) and the weakest the 2/38th (263 men).

From tlie above it can be seen that all the sources listed by MroEvens are correct, and that there
can be no uniform figure for the strength of an infantry battalion. Those interested should consult
Oman's "Wellington's Army 1809-lk" (1912; reprinted by Francis Edwards, London, 1968).

It is interesting to note that even at Waterloo - with no campaigning in the immediate past to re
duce numbers - strengths of battalions varied from the 2nd Btn. 3rd Foot Guards' total of l,06l men and
A3 officers, to the 2/4Ath's A55 men and 30 officersl"

David Cogan has managed to find, within one source verification of all the figures mentioned, thus;-

"The Memoirs of Thomas Morris (Longmans Military Memoirs series) give the following information,
which relates to the 2nd Battalion of the 73rd Regiment.

"The second battalion was, in the first instance, to consist of four companies, at a hundred rank
and file each; upon the effectives exceeding four hundred, it was to be augmented to six hundred, which
number being completed, it was to be augmented to a thousand rank and file." (p.ll7).

"While quartered in the Tower of London, in 1813, the battalion was augmented to ten companies,
consisting of forty-five sergeants, twenty-two drummers, and eight hundred rank and file ..." (I.II8).

However, when the regiment embarked for the continent in May 1813, there is a reference to "...
our regiment, consisting of about 30 officers and 550 men ..." (I.13).

The battalion served for two and a half years in North-West Europe, and fought at Waterloo. During
the l6th-18th June, the battalion had 22 officers out of 23 killed or wounded, and suffered 31A other
rank casualties. On the morning after Waterloo, "our brigade was ordered to fall in, and the four
regiments did not muster more than six hundred men." (p.85). This gives a pre-battle strength of
around A5O-5O0. Morris also lists the officer casualties of all the British regiments present, and
comments: "it will be found there are only three regiments who lost more officers than the 73rd, and
those three, it must be remembered, were first battalions and, consequently, stronger than us by one
third." (p.86).

It therefore seems that the full establishment of a battalion was approaching 1,200, including
1,000 rank and file plus drummers, sergeants, officers, etc. This figure was not kept up in the field,
although the 52nd at Waterloo appears to have been over 1,000 strong. Under campaign conditions the
strength would be from 500 to 65O, with first battalions tending to be stronger than second or third
battalions - probably they were more favoured with reinforcements.

This would seem to account for all the figures given in the various sources mentioned."

A.H.S.Cocks, veteran military historian says that "..., correspondent Graham Evens has come up
against a problem which 1 also met, it turns out to be a question of fixing a very variable quantity.

Michael Glover - "Wellington's Peninsular Victories" states on p.5 of the paperback edition that
the 29th Foot landed in Portugal 8O6 strong, but at Rolica, Vimero, the Douro and Talavera lost an
aggregate of AGO casualties. In his account of Busaco he says that the British brigades of the Ath
Division had a strength of A,500. There were 6 l/5th battalions, giving an average strength of 726.
On the other hand, A battalions of the King's German Legion totalled only 200, or 500 per battalion.
But the two Portuguese battalions had 2,800 men, 1,AGO per battalion. Another Portuguese division of



6 battalions was 4,500 strong - 750 per battalion, yet another with 3 battalions was 2,700 strong -
900 per battalion; the British battalions of another division, 7 l/5th of them, had 5jOOO men, or
694 per battalion. Glover's overall figures for Salamanca give 66 battalions and 40,000 infantry —.
606 per battalion.

Similar figures for Vitoria are - 62 battalions, 58,000 men - 953 per battalion. Both these
last figures include many Portuguese troops.

My own solution is to make all British battalions 10 companies of 4 figures each plus two
ensigns, a drummer, a bugler and a mounted officer, the grenadier and light companies each contain
ing an officer figure. At 20 men per figure this makes the battalion 9OO strong, but the only
alternative that does not leave the company impossibly small seems to be to have six companies of
six figures each, the grenadier and light companies each including one officer figure, plus colour
and command party as above - 41 figures, 820 men. Reducing the company to 5 figures would bring the
strength down to 35 figures - 700 men. Not historically correct, but - what else?"

Another writer, Terence Wise, is a bit suspicious of Graham's motives!

"I like the manner in which Graham Evens phrases his plea for help re British battalions
strengths 1808-14, but he does appear to have his tongue in his cheek. His problem is answered by
at least one of the very sources he quotes - i.e. mine! 1 quote from my article on Rolica in the
April/May 1975 Battle Magazine: "Line Infantry. 10 Companies of 120 men to a battalion at full
strength, but frequently companies were as low as 50 men." Where's the problem?

Mr. Evens also misquotes Bruce Quarrie, giving a figure of 65O. In fact Bruce states quite
clearly an average strength of between 5OO and 700 men. "The battalions were each divided into 10
companies, average strength per company being 50-70 men." 650 is not mentioned or implied.

I have not checked the other sources quoted by Mr. Evens.

Surely Mr. Evens is not serious? As all wargame campaigners will appreciate, a commander begins
a campaign with his battalions at full strength if he is lucky, or at almost full strength, and
campaigning wargamers do not fight'all their battles with battalions at full strength after the first
skirmish. No more do real—life generals fight battles with units at full strength, so convenient for
the records, and so smart when deployed. In all military campaigns there are 'wastages', and the
number of men in a battalion will fluctuate, changing from day to day. Men fall ill; straggle whilst
on the march; desert; get detached for various duties; and even suffer wounds or death in skirmishes
and battles. Field returns deal with this fluctuation and allow a commander to keep his assessment
of fighting power and logistics up to date and under control.

I can only reiterate: "10 companies of 120 men to a battalion at full strength, but frequently
companies were as low as 50 men." Mr. Evens should remember that in the Peninsular Wellington could
not expect any reinforcements and therefore his battalions leant more towards the 500 figure than
1,200, and he was often forced to amalgamate low-strength battalions into provisional battalions. I
think Mr. Evens should do some more reading, and make careful notes of what he reads!"

It is very pleasing when a feature arouses so much interest with fellow—wargamers rushing to the
rescue. Any more queries that will provoke a similar reaction? We haven't had a really good argu
ment since Fred Vietmeyer stoutly championed the defensive qualities of the Napoleonic cuirass!!

THE ORGANISATION OF U.S. AND C.S. ARMIES

by A.H.Waters

The basic unit for both sides was the infantry regiment, and both sides raised many, many
hundreds of them during the course of the war. Although the TO called for a regimental strength of
over 1,000 men, neither side fielded these kind of formations after the early part of the war, if
ever. While the policy of the Confederacy fed some new recruits or other replacements back into
existing regiments which were below strength. It suffered from a shortage of manpower — particularly
later in the war. It also continued to field new regiments despite understrength formations already
existing. The Union relied mainly on new regiments, so that replacements almost never were given to
existing formations. The upshot of all this was that the strength of an average regiment, regardless
of which side, was about 50^ of authorised strength - 4-500.

As almost all regiments were formed of ten companies, with no battalion organisation, the average
company strength was 40-50. As the regiment was the basic unit, I find that the most logical organis
ation then is to use 10 figure regiments, 1 figure equalling a company of 40 men. Infantry companies
did not operate independently.

Brigades were formed of from 2-5 regiments, divisions of from 2-5 brigades, and corps of from
2-5 divisions. Artillery was usually subordinated directly to Corps H.Q., although a battery or two
was sometimes attached to a division. There were usually 9 light batteries in a corps. Common cannon
were 6 and 12 pdr Napoleons, 10 and 20 pdr Parrott rifles, 3" Ordinance rifles, 12 and 24 pdr howitzers,
as well as a proliferation of other guns, including the Whitworth. There were 2-6 guns per battery,
with about 10 gunners per gun. 1:40 works well. Cavalry was formed in regiments of 12 troops, and
single troops often served independently. The 1:40 ratio for infantry holds well for the cavalry also.

There were a few exceptions as far as infantry regiments go. For example, the 2nd U.S.Sharp
shooters had only 8 companies. There were a number of U.S.Heavy Artillery regiments, with 12 companies,
which served as infantry. A few Confederate regiments also had 12 companies. These units were sub
divided into 4 battalions of 3 companies each. The U.S. also had 9 regiments of Regulars, 24 (!)
companies per regiment.



LETTERS
"Looking at the January Newsletter I see the SWOP coupon has

heen printed with an article on the hack. Why not print it with
nothing behind - then we'd lose not a precious word of the vintage
magazine. In January you could have printed it on page 32 alongside
the Magpie Models "ad".

I have heen whiling away today looking through some years worth
of old Wargamer's Newsletter - still a mine of information - and
nostalgia; prices in £sd! What a service you have done the hohhy
over the years keeping all the lonely enthusiasts? - nuts? or whatever we are, going with news, views
and the odd ominous "why 1 print and produce this thing I don't knowl" from you from time to time."

David Barnes of Basingstoke

ooOoo

"Just read your Editorial in the March issue. I don't know about a spirited answer to your
comments, except to say that when one is trying to cover over 4,000 years in one set of Rules intended
for general use the question of definition becomes all important. An example of this is the use of
overhead shooting by archers, both foot and mounted. We introduced this in, I believe, the 3rd
Edition, as it was legitimately used in practice. However, we found that people were using blocks of
archers rather like mortar batteries, so we have successively had to add conditions that will approxi
mate to the use actually made of them. The 5th Edition goes further in this respect, but still leaves
overhead shooting effective provided the player organises his units and deployment correctly. Gener
ally, our approach to the 5th Edition takes account of four principal factors -

1) latest research available, bringing more precise definitions of troops types and armament.

2) greater definition of orders, deployment, and a revision of the Reaction system.

3) incorporation of many ideas and suggestions from players and our own experience over a number
of years.

4) an endeavour to cut down the "gimmick" weapons (Elephants, Camels, etc.,) still leaving them
effective in the right circumstances but making them more of a vulnerable liability if used
incorrectly.

In general, players will have to do more fighting and less clever use of Reaction to win now. On
the other hand, we have enlarged the scope to include Outscouting and Flank marches giving the bold
player the chance to try the unorthodox moves.

We have always had some criticism of the great range of time in our rules, and this criticism
will probably appear in greater form now we have greatly extended the limits. Our object is for
people to try out greatly varied types of forces from extreme periods of History if they so wish with
any type having a reasonable chance depending on the ability of the player - and have a lot of fun
doing it! We are quite aware that the quality of metal in weapons of say 1,000 AD is much superior
to that of 2500 BC but we just cannot take that into account unless we formulate rules for many
periods within our 4000 odd years. While this might be more "commercial" we think it would be self
defeating, and in place of a wide ranging body of Ancient wargamers we would have little groups for
Egyptian/Assyrian, Greek/Persian and so on periods, and all the interest and variety that one can see
at any Ancients meeting would be lost. What we do say is that human beings did not change greatly
over the whole period and an impressed peasant with a spear is going to feel very much the same on
any battlefield over the whole period.

I think I have gone on long enough. Sales of the 5th Edition have been going well, together
with the revised Roman... book. We plan to produce George Gush's Renaissance Rules as soon as
possible, and Ian Heath's "Armies of the Dark Ages" in early Summer, all being well. He has produced
some beautiful drawings - so what about Rus, Magyars, Norman adventurers, Arabs ....? A vast new
range of armies for people to build up and experiment with, and for the figure manufacturers to have
at.

We had a very successful meeting at Worthing in February - our annual Society of Ancients "do".
About 60 people turned up over the two days and a great number of Championship games were played as
well as a number of friendlies - not that the Championship games were other than friendly, judging
by the Bar takings!

Very interested in A.Graingers feature on I/3OO World War II games. In my own games here we
normally set up a situation where a number of factors are unknown, revealing the unknown factors as
they are due, adjudicating communications and etc. To simulate poor/hasty training we do not norm
ally adjust morale, but make communication slower, or almost non existent in some cases, and put
minus factors on shooting. We normally have Russian/German confrontations, and as for our Rules
being armour dominated I normally field a full Russian infantry battalion with some tank support on
1/300 scale. This, with Support weapons, is quite a lot of figures, but we have developed a fairly
flowing style of play and manage a fair number of moves, helped, and sometimes hindered, by the con
troller who I sometimes think has the best of both Worlds! Well, as an example, my partiseins opened
fire on scouting BT tanks just because they came from the direction in which they expected the enemy
to appear!"

Bob O'Brien of the Wargames Research Group.

"  j^TTTj 1/ 5''' i



"I was very interested to read the review of your new hook "Skirmish Wargames". It seems to
provide the answer? I have heen looking for over the last year. Since qualifying 1 have lived a
rather nomadic existence in small flats not designed to accommodate large scale wargames. Also my
long and irregular working hours coupled with the arrival of our first child have limited my free
time. 1 have managed to squeeze in a few hoard games, however, my newly acquired opponent is ahout
to leave town so 1 am husy casting my eagle eye around for a replacement.

Another of my problems is the lack of suitable figures ^ even Airfix are scarce around here.
Skirmish wargames with its need for fewer figures and less space thus seems to he the answer. 1 have
enclosed a Sterling hank draft to cover the cost of your new hook. Skirmish Wargames. Please accept
the extra £1 as a small donation to the Steve Curtis Memorial Trophy. In the short time that 1 have
heen qualified 1 have seen a number of people similarly affected. 1 was thus truly inspired by your
description of his courage in the face of his illness.

1 must just add in closing that the Newsletter has heen invaluable in keeping me informed and
interested. Also because of its homely atmosphere 1 even manage to feel involved."

D.A.Cameron of East London, R.S.A.

ooOoo

"1 would like to take up some points on Page 15 of the March '76 Newsletter.

The British used shrapnel, or "spherical case" as it was called at the time, in guns as well as
howitzers. According to James Lawford in "Wellington's Peninsular Army" guns were to carry 60 rounds
of shot, 30 spherical case and 10 common case (what wargamers call "canister"). Howitzers had 50
rounds spherical case, 10 common case and ^0 common shell.

The Prussians did have howitzers. David Nash in "The Prussian Army" says that at the end of
1808 they had 1,087 cannon and 200 howitzers. He also says that each company of artillery had 6
cannon and 2 howitzers.

The Landwehr were raised early in 1813 hut were not fully armed until the summer. It is doubtful
if the Prussians used "large quantities of Landwehr militia in action" during the period in question.

Regarding Graham Even's question on the same page, 1 suggest he obtains a copy of "Wellington's
Peninsular Army" By James Lawford. He gives a detailed breakdown of the establishment of a battalion.
However, the number present in action varied widely. A detailed breakdown of the units present at
Salamanca is given in "Wellington's Masterpiece" by J.P.Lawford and Peter Young. The average size of
a British battalion was 522, minimum 251 and maximum 1,079 at that battle."

A.Maurice Roth of Chellaston, Derby.

ooGoo

"1 am very glad the Steve Curtis Memorial Trophy is to be launched and hope there will be a big
response, not only in cash but also in numbers of contributors as a tribute to the memory of a
courageous man who conquered his disability by helping to give pleasure to many other people.

1 am very pleased to see Mr. Bennett's article on the early history of wargaming. 1 am probably
repeating myself when 1 ask if Egyptian tomb models were tomb-furnishing toys or really models used
in wargaming. You will recall, too, that in the inter-war years there was a theory that a board found
in excavations in Minoan Crete may have been used for a naval wargame. The idea gained some publicity
at the time, and Rider Haggard's niece, Audrey Haggard, introduced it into a novel about ancient Crete
called "The Double Axe".

1 am not sure that 1 agree that chess is "the more correct antecedent of modern professional war
gaming." Chaturanga (incidentally 1 think the dice element was fairly early abandoned) is, like
modern chess, primarily a tactical game - the board is the battlefield. Go is primarily a strategical
game. Scott A.Doorman argues in "The Protracted Game" that both the political and military tactics of
Chairman Mao are based on "Wei Chi". Pecorini and Shu argue in "The Game of Wei Chi" (1929) that "A
game of Wei-Chi is symbolic of the gradual occupation of our planet by the human race, and illustrates
the conflicts arising from the demand for room to expand, which particularly influences the strongest
and moe prolific people" and "in short, Wei-Chi, throughout the game, illustrates how nations are
formed and developed by peace and war." It is interesting that Go or Wei-Chi appears scarcely to have
changed its form since first invented, whereas chess has had many .ishanges, taken various forms, e.g.
the Chinese game and Shogi, and still have variants on the standard form in the West such as chess
kreigspeil and "fairy" chess. 1 look forward to the continuation of Mr.Bennett's article."

W.Thurbon of Cambridge.

ooOoo

"Brigadier-General Daniel Morgan should be credited as the Commander of the American forces at
Cowpens. (March '76 Military Quiz of the Month - Question 2). Nathanel Green, although he was
Commander of the Southern Army was not present at Cowpens. Morgan, nicknamed the 'Old Wagoner', was
denied promotion by Congress after his efforts at Freeman's Farm (one of the Saratoga battles).' Now,
nearly 200 years later, he was denied his victory at Cowpens by Wargamer's Newsletter. Could it be
there is a "SHUN D.MORGAN" Campaign?"

Will Power of South London Warlords.

(Yes, of course it was Dan Morgan who so brilliantly commanded at Cowpens! The error lies in the
book from which 1 (rather hastily) sought questions and answers for the Quiz. 1 should have looked
more closely because 1 have just written about Cowpens for a book on the American Revolution. Don
Featherstone).

CONTTNTrED ON PAGE £5,



Fusilier. Mexico. 1663. The square-
peaked kepi has a white cover and
neck-doth and a black chin-strap. A

blue neck-stock is worn with a
white shirt The short tunic

•  blue with red piping down the
'■ ■■■■! -md round the skirt, round the

.-»•••? three-quarters of the way
■  ■'■(! "'f cuft-siashes. and round the

on the left side only. The
ret.j'Oing loops for the epaulettes are
b'ue with red piping each side. The
collar IS yellow, with red piping around
the front and top. There are three
brass buttons on each cuff and nine
down the front The epaulettes are
entirely green except for red cres
cents flank companies wore all-red
and all-yellow epaulettes respectively,
with a red grenade for the Grenadier
company sewn to each side of the col
lar The wide sash worn under the belt
was either bright blue or red. appar
ently without regulation significance.
The very full-cut trousers. Often re
inforced with leather, were garance-
red. they were tucked into leather
gaiters worn above white spatter
dashes The gaiters were of light
brown hide with thin black edging,
lacing up the outside. A broad black
belt with a plain brass plate and-two
brass slides supported a single large
black pouch, worn at front or back
to taste. The socket bayonet for the
percussion rifle-musket hung in a
black scabbard on the left hip. The
only kit worn in the field was an off-
white or fawn musette (haversack) on
the left side and a kidney-section tin
canteen covered in dark blue-grey
cloth on the right (Gerry Embleton).
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REVIEWS

which is shown he
Airfix have put o
with much greater
and very cheap at

rewith) by renowned military artist
ut a S^mm scale plastic construction
enthusiasm if the modeller has prev
the price in todays economic climat

THE FRENCH FOREIGN LEGION by Martin
Windrow. (8^" x 5i"; 6A pages; 56 photos
and 9 drawings. Airfix Magazine Guide 13 -
Patrick Stephens Limited - £l.AOp).

This fine little book fascinated me to
the extent that I sat and read it through
on the evening of the.day it arrived. My
enthusiasm was due to a number of factors -
firstly my boyhood existed on a diet of
Beau Geste and forts in the desert, I have
a fine Foreign Legion section in my war-
games armies and, during World War II, I
landed at Bone in North Africa and had the
opportunity of looking over Constantine and
other sites of famous mid-19th century
Legion battles. Martin Windrow, a scholar
of the Legion's history, has done a magnifi-
cent job here in tracing the development of
this colourful fighting force from its
earliest days fighting in Algeria in the
1830s and 'AOs, through the Crimean and
Italian campaigns of the 1850s, the abortive
Mexican venture in the 1860s, the Franco-
Prussian War, its incredible Colonial
campaigns in North Africa, Madagascar and
the Far East during the last quarter of the
19th century and the first years of the
20th, World War I, then hack to North Africa
and Syria between the wars. World War II and
their brave showing in the Western Desert
and the post-war disasters in Indo-China
right up to the present day. The author
describes the Legion's organisation,
uniforms, badges and equipment and provides
much information to military modellers who
wish to depict legionnaires of any period.
The book is lavishly illustrated with some
fine old photographs and contemporary draw
ings with several uniform sketches (one of

Gerry Emhleton and photographs of model figures.
kit of a legionnaire and it will he assembled

iously read this hook. Thoroughly recommended
e.

^  atlas of the AMERICAN REVOLUTION edited by Kenneth Nehenzahl, text by Dan Higginhotham. (I5" x
II2"; 217 pages; 5A maps; innumerable coloured and line print and drawings. Rand McNally and Co.,
U.S.A. - £15.95; in U.K. through Arms and Armour Press). (Changed rate of exchange will raise this
price - so buy soon!)

What can one say about a hook that costs so much money and is the size of a douhle-page spread
of this Newsletter! The answer is that the description must he sprinkled with superlatives in an
attempt to describe this magnificently produced work of art. It would he unfair to call it simply an
atlas because its comprehensive coverage of the War of the American Revolution makes it a valuable
historical source while the sharp reproduction of its beautifully drawn antique maps classifies it as
an art volume. It is a most unusual and comprehensive volume, telling the story of the American
battle for independence illustrated with maps drawn by actual eye-witnesses of the events described
and which have not been reproduced since their original appearance nearly 200 years ago. In fact,
they can he said to substitute for the camera man of a later era in providing a unique pictorial
record of the Revolution. In some cases extra overlays are provided to he cut out and placed in
position to recreate the effect of the original map. Accompanying each map is a clearly written
commentary describing the events portrayed and the most readable narrative introduces the eight major
sections of the Atlas and provides valuable background information. Chapter headings are as follows -
Why the Revolution?; The First Year 1775-1776; The Combatants; The North 1776-1778; Behind the Lines;
The Fringes: Land and Sea; The South 1778-1782; Culminating the Revolution; The List of Participants;
A Compendious Account of the British Colonies in North America. Lionel Leventhal of Arms and Armour
Press is to he congratulated on his courage in importing a hook of such American interest which, al
though worth every penny, is quite costly. Truly, this ATLAS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION adds great
lustre to a rapidly increasing topical list of puhlications in the Bicentenial year of the conflict.

THE COCKPIT OF EUROPE - A Guide to the Battlefields of Belgium and France by Lt-Colonel Howard
Greene, MC.,FSA. (8f" x 5V1^^ pages; 17 maps. David and Charles - £A.50p).

No area in the world has been the scene of so many famous engagements as the Cockpit of Europe
- the quadrilateral formed by Calais, Liege, Nancy and Ahheville and, as Colonel Greene says, it is
remarkable how little changed many of the sites are, few have been built over and many historic build
ings or their remains are still to he seen. This hook enables the reader to retrace the course of
these great battles on the spot from Attila's significant encounter with the Romans at Chalons in AD
A5I (one of the most decisive battles of history), through Crecy, Agincourt, Marlhorough's campaigns.



Waterloo, Sedan and six of the greatest battles of World War I. To any one as dedicated to tramping
over the world's battlefields as myself, this book is both a boon and also a test in that it is in
teresting to see whether my recollections and impressions of battlefields coincide with those of an
authority such as Colonel Greene. It is well written and immensely stimulating and there is no doubt
that it will be clasped in my warm little hand from May l6th to 22nd when travelling over these very
fields mi' the Military Historical Society's Battlefield Tour 1976.

At regular intervals I review and discuss some of the fine books put out by BOOKS OF RHODESIA
Publishing Company Ltd of 137A Rhodes Street (l4th-15th Aves), P.O.Box 199''i, Bulawayo, Rhodesia. With
great foresight, this organisation has set itself the task of reprinting books on Africana and
African history and their forthcoming list will set the blood of the-Colonial wargamer tingling! The
five titles they have tentatively scheduled for reprinting in their Silver Series and their associate
company's Africana Reprint Library series are -

WITH THE BOERS IN THE TRANSVAAL AND ORANGE FREE STATE. 1880-81 by Charles Norris-Newman. This
is a rare work on the Transvaal War - the only one, as you know, which the British lost during
Victoria's reign. Published by Africana Book Society as Vol.6, due out in April.

THE WAR HISTORY OF SOUTHERN RHODESIA. 1939-A5. Two large volumes, well illustrated. Also rare
(much of the original, and only, print run was accidentally destroyed, I believe). Provisionally
scheduled for the Silver Series.

RAIDERS AND REBELS by Elsa Green, who was a nurse in Rhodesia during the Rebellions of 1896-97.
Entertaining narrative of personal experiences. Tentatively scheduled as Vol.9 (May) in the Silver
Series.

THREE YEARS WAR by Christiaan de Wet, the legendary Boer general who caused the British so much
trouble in the Second Anglo-Boer War. To be published as part of the Africana Reprint Library series.

HOW WE ESCAPED FROM PRETORIA by Captain Aylmer Haldane, Winston Churchill's fellow-escapee.
(Africana Reprint Library).

That well-known publishers Macdonald and Jane's have just put out a book GERMAN UNIFORMS OF
WORLD WAR 2 by Andrew Mollo. I have seen the stimulating coloured jacket of this 11" x 6" book which
is to sell at £6.95p and, as soon as a review copy is received, I will be delighted to pass on
information on what seems to be a most valuable book for wargamers in the Second World War period.

Receiving great publicity and having a film made of it the book A BRIDGE TOO FAR by Cornelius
Ryan, who also wrote "The Longest Day") is undoubtedly a fine revealing and complete account of the
heroic battle for Arnhem in 19kh. This book is now out in paperback, with over 500 pages of text and
maps and 8 pages of photographs - a copy is already in this household and will be taken away on holi
day - as that is about the only time I get to really thoroughly read a book other than when research
ing tor something of my own! 1 am really looking forward to it.

I notice from a recent Hutchinson's catalogue that there is a book coming out that should really
interest the Naval wargamers - MEN FROM THE DREADNOUGHTS by Henry Baynham, recreates the Royal Navy
from the 1880s to the end of the First World War by interviewing fifty survivors from the Navy of
Victoria and Edward. Thus we learn what it was like to train under sail and live through the transi
tion to coal and to oil, to serve in the Ironclads and Dreadnoughts, to fight in the Boer and First
World Wars, to undergo punishment abroad and promotion at home. From below-decks - Stokers, ABs,
Engine Room Artificers, marines and gunners, we observe the spectacular, lumbering transformation of
Britain's proudest yet most hidebound institution into a force capable of fighting the Battle of
Jutland and preparing for the Second World War. Probably out by the time you read this, this is
priced at about £5.76p.

Finally, this section deals with recently published books but no wargamer or military collector
worthy of his salt has ever been known to pass by a secondhand bookshop and such people as Arthur
Johnston of Pitney in Somerset do a great service for the hobby in collecting, collating and selling
military books, in many cases published more than a hundred years ago. Recently entering the field
of secondhand military books is THE WOODFORD BOOKSHOP of 33 Victoria Road, South Woodford, London EI8
ILJ (01-989-^536) who publish a military booklist four times a year at a subscription price of 50p.
It is a very full list and they have some fine and desirable volumes in it - all at what must un
doubtedly be considered very reasonable prices by todays standards. If you write to them mention
that you heard about them through Wargamer's Newsletter.

THE STEVE CURTIS MEMORIAL TROPHY

Since last publishing the list of subscribers to this fund, more cash has been received from war
gamers listed below:

A.A.Johnston (the Military Bookseller of Pitney in Somerset) - £5.00p
Dr. Deryck Atwell - £3.00p
Dr. Cameron (of South Africa) - £1.00p
The Biggleswade Miniature Warfare Group - £2.00p

The Biggleswade Group said in their letter that accompanied the donation - "The passing of Steve
was a sad loss to the hobby as a whole and I can only express my hope that the spirit with which he
participated in its progression is upheld by all of us in the years to come." D.T.Hatch, Secretary.

By the time you read this the first National Individual Skirmish Wargame Championship will have
been fought out and the winner presented with the Trophy for which you have donated. It is hoped that
this will be able to be a regular annual feature and that more and more wargamers will participate in
this fascinating aspect of our hobby to which Steve Curtis so materially contributed and which is being
so ably carried on by his partners Ian Colwill and Mike Blake.



BATTLE REPORT
THE WILD COLONIAL BOYS -

BEN HALL IN AN

INDIVIDUAL SKIRMISH

Richard Duthle '5(1 ^ ^ '

Don Featherstone's hook . -r-r-" -I? Mi^l W'
"SKIRMISH WARGAMES" proves an " 4 1 V^MC^ ' ^ ̂kP ('"'''J /
excellent introduction as its ■ ^ > (7t^~ ^ ^
rules are suitably simplified 1 \ WU)'' h
and give the reader a good \\tl r i
idea of this style of wargam- > .Ti J vJour) yi t ̂ "'/.Iw i/
ing. I find that few people VI C- ^45^4? J ,\1 ^
treat Skirmish Wargaming H ^ ____ -
seriously, most feel it is a .1/ j ^ \ll)f *\ Vv^'
type of 'fun' game; although
1 have nothing against this _ rt tf yc
attitude it tends to put off TUP PLAIV HF W ~ 1 nt: a r . , r-
the average serious wargamer L--v-£—^— -JlSr = T7iF Cc^AcH sTOpPt^P
who may consider it not worthy -j-^^ S K — -^£ px K BcTlo!^ TUAT
of dedicated pursuit. These —l<--- ■"■ itadiHE TaoK
opinions may change if the POLTCF
average wargamer is shown that ' " •
the scope for such personalised p ::=- J'W/J
wargames is vast and that they "
can even help his favourite
periods.

Ben Hall, the hero of a recent T.V. series, was an Australian outlaw who flourished in the mid-
1860' s, holding up coaches, travellers, towns, wealthy houses, cattle and sheep stations, etc. Heavily
armed with rifles and as many as 6 or 8 pistols, Ben Hall and his men carefully placed teams of
thoroughbred horses in strategic positions in the area in which they were operating - this gave them
an advantage over the pursuing "traps" (police). A typical Ben Hall skirmish was the Gundagai Mail
Coach Robbery (the seventh in three weeks) on l6th November 1864. At this time Ben's gang consisted
of the gay and flashy 25 year old Johnny Gilbert and a newcomer, 18 years old Johnny Dunn, an ex-
jockey. They were an impressive trio; Ben was 27, broad shouldered, burly and athletic; he wore a
cabbage-tree hat (a wide brimmed soft hat with a loose chin cord), a drab coloured Prince Albert coat,
a blue Crimea shirt, brown riding breeches and black Wellington knee boots. Gilbert wore a wide brimmed
hat, a red Crimea shirt, a bright coloured neckerchief, a fancy waistcoat studded with jewellery and
white buckskin breeches with highly polished Napoleon boots. Johnny Dunn wore much the same as Gilbert
except that he carried a stars-and-stripes patterned poncho. Unlike Hall, both his compatriots were
clean shaven but all had long hair swept over their ears and down the back of their necks.

They took up their station by the roadside at the top of the hill commanding a long view of the
highway in both directions. From midday onwards amongst a clump of trees behind some boulders they
went to work, holding up anybody who came along. The traffic was considerable and in a couple of hours
thev had captured five carts containing 30 Chinese, a dozen teamsters and their wagons, a squatter and
his wife in their buggy, a horseman, a mounted trooper and some other travellers. The trooper.
Constable Jimmy McLaughlin was the only one to resist, the others being cowed at the sight of their
assailants pistols. The trooper was handcuffed and led to the temporary prison camp set up off the
road in a clearing near the crest of the hill.

The coach a four-in-hand driven by Bill Geoghan, carrying a large load of mail, left Gundagai at
11 a.m. William Roche, a Constable of the Yass Police, sat up front; he was heavily armed with a
revolver, two single shot horse pistols and a Terry rifle. Outside the town they picked up their only
passenger Mr.Alfred Cyrus Spencer Rose, Gundagai Police Magistrate and District Coroner. Then two more
policemen appeared - Sub-Inspector OJNeill and Sergeant Edmund Parry of the Gundagai mounted patrol.
Unlike most policemen of the time, these men were determined veterans after the reward of £1,000 on
each of the outlaws heads.

The Police were dressed in dark blue tunics, grey breeches, water-proofed poncho capes. Napoleon
boots or leather leggings with ankle boots, topped by peaked French style kepi for dress wear and a
cabbage-tree hat for bush wear. Their weapons consisted of Colt revolvers and Terry brech-loading
rifles.

The coach arrived at Prings Paddock at 2.50 p.m. and everyone on the hill could see the police
guarding the vehicle. Ben's companions were more than surprised at the sight of their old enemies but
Ben declared;- "We'll have to take 'em-man to man". Ben's right hand tightly gripped a Colt Army
pistol with which he covered the motley crowd of prisoners while the two Johnny's vaulted into their
saddles and checked their weapons. Swinging into the saddle and pulling out another revolver Ben
shouted - "Let's get them boys!" and the three men spurred their horses down the hill, fanning out
each striking at his man. Bill Geoghan, realising what was afoot, booted Roche out of the driver's
box while the Magistrate screamed after him: "Get away from the coach or you'll draw their fire!"
Parry and O'Neill began whipping their horses up the hill towards their attackers without realising
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that there would he no aid from Roche who lay winded in the road. The police were not such accomp
lished riders as the outlaws who were riding "flash" (their reins lashed around their knees leaving
gun hands free). Johnny Gilhert and Sergeant Parry made for each other and both pulled their mounts
to a stop about twenty yards apart and proceeded to blast away at each other but Johnny Gilbert was
either a better shot or luckier because Parry was nearly thrown from the saddle on the impact of a
slug in his left leg. Gilbert called on him to surrender but refusing, Parry painfully lifted his
revolver. As this was going on, Sub-Inspector O'Neill had been thrown heavily to the ground as his
horse had stopped a bullet and dropped dead in its tracks. He landed heavily and rolled to the road
side, raising his head he looked for his pistol but could not see it. Then he remembered his carbine
and crawled hastily across to the carcass of his dead horse and pulled it from its bucket holster;
holding it before him he struggled to his feet only to find that he was looking down four revolver
"barrels.

Ben and Johnny Dunn had wrenched their horses round in their tracks and raced hack to where
O'Neill was grovelling in the road; their threatening pistols forced him to throw down his carbine in
disgust. Johnny Gilbert continued to pour shots at Sergeant Parry and finally the wounded policeman
was hit in the chest and fell off his horse. While this was going on Roche had recovered and, seeing
his comrades precarious position, ran for his life into the bush.

This is a re-fight of a real-life incident and very closely followed what actually happened 110
years ago when Parry died while O'Neill, unwounded, fired until he ran out of ammunition and then
attacked the mounted Ben Hall with his carbine butt. However the superior fire-power of the three
outlaws forced him to surrender. Roche, as he did on the wargames table, scampered away into the
bush.

Rules require hardly any changes at all. Riding "flash" would allow men to perform the actions

legs are visible then up to ^0% could be the right leg, over 50^ the left because there are occasions
when the leg that is injured plays a vital part in the course of the action.

FIGURES - Britain's old Swoppets Civil War range are ideal with their kepis and boots although
the more recent Beetail figures are also suitable. The tunics of the mounted figures would have to
be lengthened to look like sack coats; the stage-coach could be the Wild West vehicle produced by
either Timpo or Britains. Ben Hall and his mates can be readily converted from any cowboy figure but
remember that the draw-strings for the cabbage-tree hats were worn tied up underneath the nose.

SOURCES - There is a perfectly wonderful book published in paperback by Futura Books at 75p "BEN
HALL "or Wild Colonial Boys" by Frank Clune. It is not Just about Ben himself but the whole life of
New South Wales from its conception as a penal colony.

Come all you wild Colonials
And listen to my tale;

A story of bushrangers' deeds
I will to you unveil.

'Tis of these gallant heroes
Game fighters one and all;

And we'll sit and sing Long Live the King,
Dunn, Gilbert, and Ben Halll

THE EIGHTING STYLE OF FRENCH

REVOLUTIONARY ARMIES

m

In its early days, although huge the Revolu-
tionary Army of France was completely unco-
ordinated and the troops frequently broke as soon ..
as they came under fire. Later, showing great -:> © tiW"""
spirit, the men acted well to more competent
officers and success began to come their way.
With artillery not yet fully developed and cavalry
weak in numbers and training, infantry were the
pre-dominant arm in these early days. Based on the infantry weapons of musket and bayonet, the
French evolved a way of fighting that suited their numbers and enthusiasm. Each infantry battalion
had one company composed of soldiers who were strong physically and quick to fire and reload. In
battle, this company together with similar units from other regiments went forward in an irregular
line of skirmishers (tirailleurs) firing individually and taking advantage of all available cover.
Supported by artillery they could, because of their numbers and individual courage, withstand even
major efforts to clear them away as'they inflicted casualties and thre formations into disorder.
Concealing the location of the French main attack, they weakened and disorganised sections of the
enemy line until the French infantry came forward in deep feelumns to strike relatively narrow
sections of the enemy front, often without firing a shot would smash through opposition because the
enemy would usually break before contact was made.

FOR SALE. TRADE AND WILL PURCHASE: Britains Ltd lead sets and figures. Send double postage
S.A.E. OR 2 l.R.C. for Sale and Trade lists. Authenticast sets for trade. Will purchase in any
amount Britains,sets; figures; Old Red Boxes and catalogues. Donald G.Hill, 6701 New Hope Drive,
Springfield, Virginia 22151, U.S.A.



SOME NOTES ON NAPOLEONIC FIREARMS

Philip J. Haythornthwaite

£

Almost every wargamer who tries to formulate his own |
rules or adapt those of others for the Napoleonic period j
begins hy reading contemporary accounts of the efficacy y
(or lack of) of smoothbore muskets like the British "Brown ^
Bess". Many will have come across the oft-repeated state- ^
ments of Colonel Hanger in "To All Sportsmen" (181^) who |
claimed that "A soldier's musket will strike the figurej
of a man at 80 yards but a soldier must be very un— J
fortunate indeed who shall be wounded by a common musket at ^
150 yards, provided his antagonist aims at him; and as to
firing at a man at 200 yards .... you may as well fire at ij
the moon and have the same hopes of hitting your object •••"I

The miscellaneous notes which follow, from less well-
known sources, may be of interest in highlighting further
points.

Colonel Hanger also wrote "Reflections on the Menaced x , '' ' ^ \
Invasion" ^80^). Having served with a corps of Hessian
Jagers in America, he was a whole—hearted supporter of the rifled musket and the light infantry
tactic (".... if 1 commanded a corps of light troops .... I would make them imitate the Indian in
action in every thing except scalping ....") which might suggest that he was over-critical of the
smoothbore, but as an experienced tactician and one of the best marksmen in the country his remarks
are worthy of note:

".... a battalion of regulars, in the line, on the day of battle, expend an immense quantity of
ammunition to very little purpose, and do but little execution. We will, for example, state that a
regiment of one thousand men are opposed by an equal number of the enemy, and so situated that they
cannot advance upon each other with bayonets .... either from fear of breaking the line, or being
separated by a deep ravine .... sixty rounds per man has oftentimes been fired by a regiment in one
engagement, and we seldom or ever hear of above three hundred men in a regiment consisting of one
thousand men, being killed or wounded; and it must be allowed, that the action wherein three hundred
out of one thousand fall, must have lasted a long time, and been singularly severe. To put three
hundred men hors de combat, according to the above, it will be allowed that sixty rounds per man be
fired, in a regiment of one thousand men, amounts to sixty thousand shot; allowing three hundred men
to be killed and wounded out of the one thousand, you will find, by calculation, that only one shot
in two hundred takes place. Soldiers who fire at the word of command, can never take aim, nor can
their fire be destructive; but there is another more weighty reason, for the soldiers' muskets are
all crooked, and if a few be tolerably straight bored, they are bent in soldering the loops on. It
is not possible to hit the space of a man, with a Tower musket, at two hundred yards "

It is often forgotten that a musket did not need to be loaded with a ball to make it a lethal
weapon; the "Edinburgh Advertiser" of 11 May 1802, for example, reported "a most fatal accident"
which occurred in London when a man was accidentally shot through with a wooden ruler, its owner
trying to use it as a ramrod for his gun; and the "London Chronicle" of 20 June 1795 records an even
stranger case in Edinburgh when two people were wounded, one fatally, by this discharge of a gun
"loaded only with powder and a piece of chewed tobacco"!

Hanger's "Reflections" also contains a note about the morale of troops under fire from riflemen
and of the riflemen themselves:

"It is not by a force of fire indiscriminately used .... that a light corps can command respect
before an enemy; it is by a well directed fire, so that though the enemy fired at be not wounded, yet
the ball passes so close to him as to intimidate, and prove to him how skilful an opponent he is
engaged with. Light troops firing as quick as they can load, will produce an immense cloud of smoke,
(if it be a calm day most particularly) but instead of intimidating the enemy, it rather tends to
encourage them, because they observe that so few of their comrades fall, notwithstanding the great
expenditure of ammunition. On the contrary, when a corps of irregulars, good marksmen, engage an
enemy, and are so cautious as never to pull a trigger without deliberate and positive good aim, pro
vided that they are not fortunate to kill, they are sure to intimidate."

With regard to "Stimulus of the Month" in Newsletter No.167, noting the movements necessary to
load a rifle from the prone position, the following passage may be of interest, taken from "Scloppe-
taria: or Considerations on the Nature and Use of Rifled Barrel Guns" by Captain Henry Beaufroy
(writing under the nom-de-plume "A Corporal of Riflemen"), published 1808:

"Another position is to go down on one knee, and rest the elbow on the other; also to sit down,
and be elevating the knees, (by drawing up the feet towards the haunches), both elbows are rested,
one on each knee; another is to fire laying on the ground, either on the back or belly; if on the
belly, which is the steadiest of all positions, the gun may be rested on anything that offers; but
to fire laying on the back, the sling must be sufficiently loosened to let it be passed on to the
ball of the right foot, and as the leg is kept stiff, so, on the contrary, the butt is pulled towards
the breast, the head is raised up, till the front sight is brought into the notch in the usual way;
but as the position is not only awkward but painful, this method is very seldom used ...."

For application to wargame rules, it should be .noted that the prone position, though lessening
the chance of being hit by presenting a smaller target, also increased the rate of misfire due to
the difficulty of pouring the powder far enough into the barrel while lying down.

CONTINUED ON PAGES



Must List
A very heavy parcel arrived the other day bearing a label HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED - as It was

being opened hands were trembling (they belonged to my 1^ year old son as I am a bit blase" these days!)
but even so I felt a twinge of excitement as I wondered at the contents. There was a fine assortment
ranging from the latest 25mm wargames figures up to 75mm offerings in the Julian Benassi range. The
wargames figures consisted of the following - Napoleonic Peninsular - Spanish Fusilier in bicorne and
Spanish Standard Bearer; French Napoleonic - Polish Voltiguer, advancing; French Napoleonic Cavalry
- -Empress Dragoon Standard Bearer and Chasseur a Cheval Standard Bearer; British Napoleonic Cavalry
- Scots Grey Guidon Bearer; American War of Independence - Butlers Ranger; Iroquois Indian; American
Infantry, charging; Minute man, advancing; American Militia, advancing; British Colour Bearer; American
Colour Bearer and Brunswick Colour Bearer; 25mm Equipment - pair of oxen and yoke; 25mm Equipment Groups

' 2 oxen and driver on foot (suitable for all periods). All of them are beautifully modelledand li I dwell longer on some itbeaisno detrimental criticism of the remainder. Particularly was I
taken with the three Napoleonic cavalry standard bearers, each of which fill a long felt need among my
cavalry. There is something about Colours and Standards which add that final polish to an otherwise
satisfactory unit and all wargamers are familiar with that sinking feeling when a Colour Bearer is a
casualty on the wargames table while the mind races madly over every possible trick and device to avoid
removing him from the table! Tlie American War of Independence is very much in the news these days -
at the end of this week Peter Gilder of Hinchliffe Figures and myself are to do a couple of public
demonstrations of the Battle of Freeman's Farm at the Arms and Armour Press AMERICAN MILITARY HERITAGE
CONVENTION in London. In this grouping of infantry of that War are all those names which have become
familiar to me in recent weeks as I wrote the script and also worked on a book. Each one of them is
a beautiful figure - I was particularly taken with the Iroquois Indian and the American Infantry and
Minute man. The oxen, yoke and cart are beautifully produced and, with a bit of alterations will be
used in my Colonial War set-up - I have always been conscious that my armies in Zululand in 1879 should
have had oxen with them. I forgot to mention that the Standard Bearers are each accompanied by a paper
flag which only needs painting - this is a great boon and saves me a lot of fiddling drawing and
painting on the wine bottle foil I laboriously save for my flags. Now that paper flags are in vogue
I must look around for a new excuse for buying bottles of wine!

Frankly I am not particularly enthusiastic about the current fashion for painting 54mm figures of
women or other relative non-combatants in semi-non-military situations. On the other hand, the Cliff
Sanderson range of 5^mm figures enclosed in this package, besides being quite superbly modelled, do
have a combat background in that the woman is charging a musket from a powder flask in one and ramming
a musket in the other, with a frightened child clinging to her skirts. Although, if I were sufficiently
gifted to paint and exhibit 'jhmm figures I would prefer them to be combatants, I will defer to hone in
my admiration for the beautiful modelling and the realistic appearance of these two Sanderson castings.

Finally we come to the "big boys" — Juiian Benassi's infantry and cavalry figures. The former is
a Captain of Grenadiers, 7th "Africa" Line Regiment, Naples 1812 and retails at £2.50p; the cavalryman
is a Prussian Landwehr Lancer 1815 and retails at £6.25p. Julian Benassi is a relatively recent

separate from each other and awaiting assembly. They are beautifully detailed and I do not have the
slightest doubt that when made up and painted the result will be highly impressive. Both figures are
far too good to be left at that so I will endeavour to have them painted up by one of my more gifted
friends and will feature a further report on them in due course - but for those of you who are inter
ested in finely produced figures and have the ability to paint them in a manner worthy of their devis
ing, then I advise you to at least look at them in the shops.

From Stuart Asquith, Treasurer of the VICT0RI./1N MILITARY SOCIETY, I have received a regretful
letter announcing that he and Ted Herbert will not be at Southern Militaire '76 demonstrating
Individual Skirmishing with the new I;35 scale Samurai but he sent me a leaflet taken from one of the
kit-boxes. The pictures are highly impressive (so is the text because Japanese lettering is a" sort'of
art-form really if you don't understand it!). It is not possible from these colour photographs to
tell that these figures are so large and they could very easily be 25mm figures - there are a great
many of them in different positions, both mounted and on foot, all highly colourful and I imagine that
wargaming with them would be a most spectacular affair. Individual Skirmish wargaming with them, even
if not accompanied by those blood-curdling shouts, should be worth watching. I repeat that I cannot
understand Japanese so I am not able to tell who are the makers of these figures - anyway they do not
advertise in the Newsletter so why should I give them free publicity!

Tj,e other day I received a letter from Stratfield Saye House, Reading, signed by the Duke of
Wellington (the current holder of that title of course). Accompanying the letter (which was enclosed
in a rather splendid blue folder), was a letter from the WELLINGTON COLLECTION, 44/45 Museum Street,
London W.C.I., giving me details of the three new and important limited editions which they are now'
issuing in association with the National Army Museum and the Waterloo Committee. Quite rightly, they
say that they believe each to be of considerable appeal to military collectors and connoisseurs'alike
- they might well have added to Arab oil sheikhs also! I have little doubt that the price will be a
bit rich for the blood of my fellow wargamers - the Waterloo Medal which is a limited edition from
one of the few original impressions of the medal commissioned in 1819 and was to be presented to the
two principal commanders at Waterloo - Wellington and Blucher, as well as to the sovereigns of the
Nations then victorious in the long war against Napoleon. But when in 1849, thirty years later, the
medalliiAtat the Royal Mint finished his work on this most intricate of designs, all intended recipients
except for Wellington were dead - accordingly the medal was never issued! The Wellington Collection
are issuing a limited edition of 1,000 silver facsimiles and a further 4,000 copper impressions each
accompanied by a numbered certificate signed by the present Duke of Wellington. Quite beautiful, the



isFue price In silver is £130,00p and in copper £48.00p, inclusive of V.A.T., framing and delivery
charges. Then there are the Waterloo Prints issued in a limited edition of 850 only, individually
numbered and signed hy the Duke of Wellington at an issue price of £75.00p per set. The set consists
of two hitherto unknown and important water colours by Denis Dighton (1790-1827) - a flank company of
Coldstream Guards during the defence of Hugomont and the French Cavalry attack on British Infantry
squares in the afternoon. A coloured copy of both prints was enclosed in the folder which poses a
pretty problem because each is well worthy of framing but one is printed on the reverse of the other!
I feel that that is a bit of a dirty trick but quite Justifiable! Said to be virtually indistinguish
able from the original because of its production by the unique Collotype process, there are seven
separate colour printings involved and the edition will take approximately four months to produce -
each print will be 18" by'-2'i", printed in seven colours on the finest quality British cartridge paper.
I have reserved until last that part of the enterprise which I consider most likely to interest war-
gamers - the Waterloo chess set, which I was privileged to see being constructed and painted when last
I visited the famed 'Charlie Stadden. There is a three page leaflet enclosed with a full-size colour
picture of the majority of pieces in the set - the King pieces Napoleon and the Duke of Wellington;
the Queen pieces (?) Marshal Soult and Lord Hill and the Bishops - Kellermann, Ney, the Earl of
Uxbridge and Sir Thomas Picton. The Knights are French and British cavalrymen, the Castles artillery
men of both sides and Pawns are the Grenadiers of the Imperial Guard (Old Guard) and the 2nd Battalion
Coldstream Guards. Each major piece is ^ to 5 inches in height and the Pawns are 3.75 inches; they
are made in high tin content white metal. Each piece has been sculpted by Charles Stadden to an
exceptional standard so that the figures are not merely representations of the various commanders
during the battle, rather they are superb likenesses as Charlie has fashioned pieces which recapture
to an uncanny degree the whole personality of each subject. Scholarship and art are neatly balanced
with the commanders portrayed in formal dress uniform but the Foot Guards dressed as at Waterloo, the
Coldstream Guards in shakos with foul-weather covers and Napoleon's Imperial Guard in blue battle
overalls over their white leggings and gaiters. The importance of this edition is emphasised by the
fact that Charles Stadden determined to ensure that the quality of finished painting matched the
exactness of his original sculpture, spent eight months recruiting a team of artists to complete the
individual pieces and it is said that it takes as long as five days to complete tlic painting of just
one major figure in all its lavish detail. Each set is produced together with a special board designed
in tlie manner of campaign chess of the period, being handmade in mahogany with fitted drawiprs to house
the two sides; it stands on foldaway trestle legs, also handmade in mahogany. The name of each
original owner, together with his edition number, is inscribed on a brass plaque attached to the board.
Well, there you are Gentlemen - all that remains is to tell you that the Waterloo chess set in a
limited edition of 250 only costs £595.OOp inclusive of V.A.T. and delivery charges. If at any time
I have given a slightly facetious impression of these wonderful works of art (by emphasising their
price) this can be countered by swiftly saying that if I could only afford it they would be amongst
my most treasured possessions - and I am quite certain that that will go for every reader of this
magazine!

AIRFIX PRODUCTS have introduced a new series of "Multipose" 5^mm figures, the first two sets being
the British 8th Army and the German Afrika Korps. Each set contains over 100 parts moulded in white
polystyrene that make up into 6 figures complete with equipment and the choice of various weapons,
boots, caps and helmets together with a sheet of plasticard that is cut into belts and rifle slings;
also included is a sheet of decals of authentic unit badges and helmet markings. The Individual
Skirmish wargamer will undoubtedly be interested in the 5^mm British Grenadier of 1776, companion
piece to the American soldier and the George Washington figure of the same period. The British
Grenadier kit includes extra arms and other pieces so that the Grenadier can be made up into a number
of different positions.

I read in John Mansfield's SIGNAL that Grenadier Figures of 118 Lynbrooke Road, Springfield, PA.
10963, U.S.A., are a new company offering a range of 25mm figures in a number of periods including
the War of the American Revolution and Outer Space; they also do Western Gunfight figures in 25mm
scale.

Also from SIGNAL I notice that the plastic kit group REVELL in conjunction with ITALAEREI are
producing a range of 1:72 scale plastic figures. At the moment they are turning out Panzer Grenadiers
(Afrika Korps), German Panzer Grenadiers 19^*0-45; Russian artillery troops; a barricade kit, petrol
containers. National symbols and tactical signs.

Earlier in this section I mentioned 1:35 scale Japanese Samurai and, because of my foolish in
ability to read Japanese, I was unable to. discover who made them. All is revealed in SIGNAL - they
are made by TAMIYA in their "History and Miniature" series. John Mansfield saw them at a Toy Fair in
Germany and says they are superbly animated and detailed, consisting of 12 figures issued in two
groups, one group of four figures and one group of eight figures. The costumes are well detailed and
authentic and their armament includes swords, bows, spears and one man with a large mallet.

More and more people are becoming interested in Tolkien wargaming and that of Mythical Earth, to
gether with Science Fiction figures. RAL-PAR.THA ENTERPRISES, 3642 Hyde Park Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
U.S.A. 452O8, are turning out figures in these ranges and although advance information about them is
couched in esoteric hard-to-interpret language that seems to go with this period, there does seem to
be a lot of good stuff around.

SIGNAL (a bi-weekly magazine aimed at the military hobby field obtainable from P.O.Box 830, CFPO
5056 757 Baden Baden I, West Germany, at eight issues for £I.00p) lists innumerable new board games
that are coming on the market dealing with every conceivable war, both historical and imaginary, every
corner and aspect of these wars seems to provide material for a board game. If you are a wargamer who
likes all this sort of thing then you will find a great deal of information and interest in Signal.
By the way, talking of board games I seem to make out from various sources that the English board game
KING MAKER reviewed in these pages a few months ago has been taken over by Avalon Hill and is being
turned out by them at a later date - I hope the English designers did very well out of it!

In the February issue of Wargamer's Newsletter I reviewed a phamphlet written by R.D.Pringle (70
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Borland Road, Harborne, Birmingham 32) and G.R.Hurt "FLAGS OF THE FRENCH INFANTRY DURING THE SEVEN
YEARS WAR - Part A". From them I have received their second pamphlet covering the Prussian and
Austrian Infantry Flags of the Seven Years War about which the authors say - "The hardest thing is
to advertise a project of this nature - basically it is not in any way intended to be commercial. I
felt it "would be a service for the younger wargamers and modellers as 1 have collated this informa
tion over a period of years. In many ways it is a work of love as I feel that the "cocked-hat period"
has been very much neglected in the past in favour of the Napoleonic era. We have gone somewhat over
board with this second pamphlet in the way of art paper but still intend to keep its price as low as
possible, but cannot really do it at less than ^Op including postage. I think you will probably agree
that it is still reasonable and my artist colleague has certainly excelled in the illustrations which
should be pretty clear to the reader." Well, 1 certainly think that such an attitude deserves support
and can thoroughly recommend this booklet which is much in the same format as the first and gives
brief correlations of the Regimental names and numbers, as in both armies the custom was to use the
names of the Honorary "Chefs" rather than regimental number. There are many pages of information about
the regiments and a lot more about their flags and facings together with full page drawings of these
flags in black-and-white. 1 think that all wargamers will agree that there is nothing more stimulating
to see on the wargames table and to produce than a Standard Bearer with a fine authentic standard.

An old wargaming opponent of some years ago was John Mackenzie, then a student at Southampton
University where he was studying law which gave him a very clear and cool mind on the wargames table.
I well remember one heated discussion arising from the fact that the ends of wargames tables are
tacitly taken to be "the end of the world" and, like our Mediaeval forbears, one will fall off the edge
if you go to near! In this particular game we had made no allowances for out-flanking movements off
the table and John found it very hard to accept the conception of an enemy unit considering their
flanks to be perfectly secure when based on a nothingness that continued on beyond the end of the
table! However that is nostalgia and the whole purpose of mentioning John Mackenzie is to announce
that he has started up a most interesting organisation THE MILITARY POSTCARD PRESS at 3 Wrights Walk,
London S.W.l^^i (01-878-4560) where he is going to publish his own cards and sell the sets published by
the various museums. There are some wonderful military postcards around (and have been in the past)
and if John is going to get them on an organised basis then he will be doing wargaming and the military
field a great service.

On the facing page there are photographs of models that can be obtained from CUSTOM CAST INC,
Independence Square, 57 South Main Street, Dayton, Ohio 45459, U.S.A. I am printing these figures
because they seem to me to be of great interest, particularly the Middle Earth range which had my son
(a wildly enthusiastic wargamer in this period) madly working out the dollar rate of exchange and
cursing the international situation which caused them to fluctuate so rapidly. The picture of the
wargames terrain built up on hexagons, whilst not quite completely to my taste, seemed to bridge the
gap between miniatures and board wargaming and apparently these plastic hexagonal sheets provide a
self-adhesive pattern for the table-top, peeling off from protective backing after alignment. These
sheets are 2' by 3' and sell at 02.49, being available for wargaming in the 15 to 30mm scales. To go
with them one can obtain Styrofoam hexagonal hills and metal hexagonals on which to mount trees and
buildings. Then there are scenic aids such as fences, hedges, stone walls, gabions, barrels, oil
urums, boxes, bags and buckets. Another interesting accessory are metal movement stands suitable for
15, 20, 25 and 30mm figures that either hold four or six infantry, cavalry or artillery. There are a
number of bridges available - stone with walls to matcli; wooden; pontoon, etc., etc. There are 25mm
French Napoleonic ammunition wagons and supply wagons which it is claimed will fit any period up to
modern and four-horse teams, supply and pontoon wagons for French or Allied Napoleonic - these wagons
and teams are in 25mm and can be seen crossing the bridge in the picture. Under the heading of
CONFEDERALS, Custom Cast market 40 sets of figurines including infantry, cavalry, artillery, officers
and guns under the trade name of Der Kriegspielers. These are metal figures and are packaged together
with full colour cards with colour guides and painting instructions and historical information. The
Middle Earth star figures come under the trade heading of Fantastiquers 25mm miniatures of Lor and
Legend under such fantastic titles as dwarves of strong visage; elves of fair countenance; trols of
evil disposition; ores of the red eye; allies of the goodly men; shirefolk - the little people; wild
hill men; and numerous large figures of Elementals of Earth, Air, Fire and Water plus freemen, ogres,
dragons and eagles, etc., etc. There seems no end to the ranges available from Custom Cast Inc -
there is also Panzertroops packaged with full colour cards in a range that includes 33 different
vehicles and 10 sets of infantry in a series which will eventually cover all the major combatants of
World War II. Of course Napoleonic figures cannot be ignored and their Napoleoniques range of 25mm
figures is very extensive and is said to include over 200 different sets of figures including infantry,
cavalry and artillery officers and guns plus a host of terrain and game accessories, full colour
uniform painting guide prints, booklets of rules for wargaming and organisation, historical reference
works, etc., etc. There are also two complete BATTLE GAME STARTER SETS - one of the Battle of Borodino
at 049.95 and one of the Battle of Waterloo at the same price, each includes troops, accessories, etc.
Then there are their Continentals, 25mm soldiers of the American Revolution which includes all the best
known Continental and State infantry, woodsmen, British, Loyalists, Hessians, French, Indians, etc.,
etc. Custom Cast also produce under the heading of AIR POWER, all metal precision cast sky model
recognition aircraft - the present range includes American, Russian, British, Japanese, German and
Italian aircraft of World War II. These go with the mini-armour already mentioned and the Minifleet
of World War I and World War II 1:2400 battleships. Well, that is a lot about one firm but then they
sent me such a large folder of information that, to do it justice,needs,qultea lot of space. It is
quite possible that their facilities are more readily available to American customers than to those in
Europe - they also import Hinchliffe Figures and other 54mm metal and plastic figures from Spain - but
if there is anything of specific interest to British or European wargamers then 1 am sure that Duke
Seifried, the National Sales Manager of Custom Cast Inc., will be only too pleased to try and work
something out. Duke tells me that Custom Cast Inc are interested in reaching dealers in England and
they would like to contact some commercial organisations with a view to developing the proper means
of disseminating dealerships throughout Great Britain.

From EMPIRE COMPANIES, P.O.Box 5462, Arlington, TX., 76OII, U.S.A. I have received a leaflet ad
vertising what they claim to be the "finest and most popular rules". Among them is "EMPIRE", said to
be "true, grand tactical Napoleonic warfare offering the following features - a figure scale of 1:60
adaptable for 15, 20, 25 and 30mm figures; new orders and reserves concept; most unique and accurate



portrayal of Napoleonic cavalry ever; all troops, whether or not mounted for other rules may he useu;
authentic and realistic casualties; detached colour-keyed reference cards containing important tables
of play. The experience of commanding entire divisions, corps and armies captures the very essence
of Napoleon's art of war" - all for 04.95. Then there is J.E.B.! - "the rules that bring the American
Civil War to life." These rules include organisation details, elite and firepower ratings; uniquely
realistic charge and morale system; detailed small arms and artillery tables"- 04.95. Also they
publish "How to Get Started in Wargaming - The American Civil War" a comprehensive 25 page introduction
to Civil War wargaming illustrated with complete organisation details on many famous brigades that war-
gamers love to command - 01.98. Finally there is "COEUR de LION" which claims to give realistic
medieval warfare 1000-1300 AD. The rules feature - figure scales that accommodates large pitched
battles as well as personal combat; complete army organisation details for 15 different nationalities;
new and unique gaming systems that are consistent with the combat and morale of the medieval age all
for 04.50.

From Roy Goodman of FANTASY GAMES UNLIMITED INC., P.O.Box 182, Roslyn, New York 11576, U.S.A., I
have received a very nicely produced booklet "CITADEL - A Quest Within a Wizard's Tower". This is
"a quest game based on a situation familiar in fantasy" and includes a set of playing surfaces and
rules for the mechanics of play, etc. This is way beyond my comprehension but those expert friends
of my son who have reviewed it speak well of the idea. It includes 25mm figures from various Mythical
Earth ranges and plenty of details are given as to their painting, etc. This seems to me to be a
creditable attempt to amalgamate board and miniature wargaming and, with all the licence and aces-wild
atmosphere of Mythical warfare, should be both entertaining and instructive. Regret I can find no
indication of its price.

From John Traynor of No. 1 Wargames Command, c/o 22 Old Cote Drive, Heston, Hounslow, Middlesex
TW5 ORW, I have received a very nicely produced booklet "WARGAMES RULES FOR WORLD WAR ONE" which can
be obtained at £1.10p plus 20p post and packing. These rules claim they can be used for their
original purpose of campaign battles, a small skirmish or a full-scale battle. Besides the usual
Movement, Small Arms Fire, Artillery Fire, Melee and Morale rules they have included rules for the
unreliability of vehicles, looting by irregulars, street-fighting, aircraft, engineering, observation
balloons and communication rules for pigeons and dogs! Over 150 artillery pieces have been included
in a section entitled "Details of Artillery". Very wisely, the publishers have produced this in a
loose-leaf format so that they can put out amendments which can easily be inserted and they have taken
into consideration the well-known fact that wargamers are never satisfied with rules so that the
loose-leaf style allows players to insert their own amendments. After ten pages of introduction in
cluding details of World War I arms, armoured fighting vehicles, artillery, etc., the rules have 37
pages dealing with all the usual things that rules should deal with. 1 make no claim to have played
with them but leafing through the book indicates an impressive coverage and a considerable depth of
information. jt may be that these rules classify for the slating I have given complicated rules in
iiext month's Editorial but even so, it cannot be denied that their authors have really pulled out all
the stops in attempting to cope with what must surely be one of the most difficult of all wars for
which to make rules.

Jliniatureji

THE "CONNOISSEUR" RANGE of superb, authentically detailed 30mm Wargame Figures moulded in high
density polythene in a light buff colour comprising Napoleonic British Infantry and American War of
Independence troops, British, Loyalist, American, French and German.

A bag of 40 figures (including 6 officers) costs £1.00p.

Alternatively, figures may be specially ordered in any quantity at a cost of 3p each. Over
£2.00p worth at 22P each.

STANDARD RANGE of 30mm figures, etc., moulded in polythene comprising
cavalry (Hussars, Lancers, British Lifeiguards, American War of Independence
Dragoons and American Civil War cavalry) American War of Independence Foot,
American Civil War Infantry, Napoleonic French Grenadiers and Fusiliers,
Russians, Prussians and Bavarians; Modern Army (many types) and American War
of Independence - artillerymen and guns; American Civil War - artillerymen
and giins; and 24pdr Naval Cannon.

Bags of 24 cavalry or 80 infantry
Cavalry, singly
Bag of 30 artillerymen and 4 guns
24pdr Naval Cannon, singly

£1.20p
6p

£1.50p
25p

SonaI6
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yrimleg,
fflambtrlfj, ̂ urrtp.
GUI 6 SRJ

Phone; CAMBERLEY 21618

MINIMUM ORDER - £2.00p - send crossed cheque/postal order with ORDER and include 48p postage
and 7p compensation (insurance). Overseas postage according to country.

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICE LISTS. Trade enquiries welcomed - Special Terms for Wargames Clubs.

NEW LINE - "Connoisseur" American War of Independence. German, Grenadiers and Fusiliers (with
officers) and French Fusiliers (with officers).



THE SWOP-SHOP
This new WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER service is intended to he a workahle

exchange system among British wargamers. Items for exchange can he listed
in an ordinary letter which must he accompanied hy the small coupon from
helow. you have something to swop, list the items thus:-

1. 1 have the following goods to offer:

2. 1 am interested in Item No. offered

hy 1 enclose a plain
stamped envelope. 1 can offer in
exchange the following:-

3. 1 am anxious to obtain the following:-

SWOP-SHOP VOUCHER

MAY 1976

TO ACCOMPANY ALL "IN AND OUT"

SWOP DETAILS

Send list (with coupon) to the Swop
Shop, Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOL 5AD. The goods
will then he listed in the next issue of Wargamer's Newsletter. If you see
items listed that you fancy, send a coupon with a plain, stamped envelope
to the Editor, wiio will addres'^ it, and pass it on - any negotiations can
then he carried on direct. You aj.'^ welcome to simultaneously avail yourself
of hoth ends of the swopping system. Please note that coupons are ONLY
valid for the month indicated. Because of postal difficulties and delays,
this seinice must he restricted to wargamers resident in Great Britain.

No.2^ - Terry Wise offers:- Airfix figures, kits; Airfix, Military Modelling,
Scal e Models and Model Boats magazines, and some hooks. S.A.E. for full
1 i s ■ s .

He wishes to ohiain: Any hooks, magazines, etc., on heraldry, military
flags; Jacklex Colonial 20mm figures (Indian and British and artillery sets.
Also he would like from Ian Stuart information ahout his Napoleonic Minifigs.

No.29 - S.Buckingham offers:- 25nim E.C.W. Minifigs - 38 pikemen; 92 musketeers,
12 halhediers, 10 officers, musicians, etc; 1 galloper gun and crew; 1 saker
gun and crew; 5 peasants: 0 cuirassiers; 5 lancers; 3 dragoons; 10 roundhead
troopers (without horses); most Royalists. Some half-painted, all organised
into regiments. Airfix Napoleonic - 63O French infantry (including 90 Old
Guard); A89 British infantry (including 100 Highlanders); 102 French cavalry
(including 22 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Guard); 56 British cavalry; 23
French and British guns and crews (including converted 6pdr, 8 pdr and
howitzers). I60 figures well painted. Airfix Ancients - 75 Ancient Britons;
160 Romans; 3 chariots.

He wishes to obtain: 25nim Napoleonic Minifigs - British, French,
Brunswickers, Nassauers and Dutch/Belgians.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally Inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with
order to Wargamer's Newsletter, E9 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be
purchased at the TRADITION shop in London.

WARGAMES - £2.50p. ii7). NAVAL WARGAjMES - £5.60p. (^15.50). AIR WARGAMES - £2.05p. (i^6.00).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2.80p. (^7.80) . WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.30p. (S9.50). WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES
Vol.1 - 300 BC to 1500 AD - £'i.30p. {^TTT; WARGAMES "through THE AGES Vol.11 - 1A20-1783 - £3.'SSO.ySr.
TTFEPOTi WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES Vol.111 - 1792-1859 - £^i.75p. (S13.50). BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS
- £3.50p. ($10). BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £3.20p. ($9). SOLO WARGAMES - £2.75p. ($8). WARGAMING
ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PERIODS - £^i.25p. ($13). TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN
- £3.iup. ($9). SKIRMlSndGlRGAMlNG - £3.20p. ($9.25). POITIERS 1356 - £1.15p. ($3.50). AT TtlEM WITH
THE BAYONET! - £1.65p. ($5). MACDONALD OF THE 'i2nd - £3.35p. ($9.50). COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901
- £5.50p. ($l5). CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER - £3.75p. (^H). OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by
L.Richards - £1.65p5 (?5).



TALKING WARGAMING

The War of the Spanish Succession began in 1703; it was
predominately fought by Austria, the Netherlands and Britain
against France. Marlborough was the senior allied commander
in the Low Countries but was subject to control by a Dutch
military commission. The main area of hostilities during
the first year was Belgium but by 1704 French Grand Strategy
called for holding actions there while a combined French-
Bavarian offensive knocked Austria out of the war.

Marlborough decided to forestall his enemies by moving far
to the east, combining with an Austrian Army there and beat-
ing the French and Bavarians in battle. Marlborough' s march --
to the Danube has been called the greatest military manoeuvre '
of the century and at Blenheim in 1704, the newly equipped
British Army saw action. It was one of the first occasions
when one major army met another with the infantry of each
depending almost entirely on fire power rather than shock.
Tactically the battle, one of the most decisive victories in '
history, was important because infantry fought almost en-
tirely with fire power, the pikes did not appear to be missed. The winning cavalry tactics involved
shock from both momentum and weapons showing that a line of troopers two or three ranks deep was able
to exert more shock power than the old fashioned deep masses and that firearms in the hands of mounted
soldiers at a standstill were more or less useless.

The winning cavalry tactics involved

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by M.Harris, Edenview, High Hesket, Nr.Carlisle, Cumbria.

As I am only fourteen and the village I live in is a bit isolated 1 have a research problem,
could your readers help? I would like to know the dress regulations of the Confederacy and the Union
in the Civil War. Also the artillery support of both a Union and Confederate Infantry Division and
Cavalry Brigade?

ooOoo

Lance-Corporal Greg McCauley 515 of 2nd Light Infantry L.A.D., R.E.M.E., L.E.M.G.O., BFPO 41, says
that the "so-called 30mm G.P.M.G. on page 21 March Newsletter is really a 7.62mm G.P.M.G." Well, I
only copied the official handout with photo, written by Army Information Services!

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

Standard Bearers and musicians (drummers, trumpeters, etc.,) are colourful additions to our war-
games regiments but, possessing perhaps only a morale and no actual fighting value, might be consider
ed a bit of an expensive luxury. They can be made to earn their keep by being mounted on a plastic
base, the upper visible surface is painted green or brown to conform to the usual practice, but the
underneath surface is left white and can be used to record (in pencil) the morale rating of the unit
or any other information which might need to be amended during the course of the battle. Being rubbed
out and altered as required.

ooOoo

This was the advice of Marshal Saxe, He says: "The weakness of this order, is, of itself,
sufficient to make platoons of infantry waver, because they feel themselves lost if the cavalry is
beaten; the cavalry trusting to the support of infantry, and after some rather sharp moves, no longer
seeing it, will be disconcerted."

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

ooOoo

QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. When were bayonets first issued to the British Army?
2. What was "SMART MONEY"?

3. When were soldiers first called "PRIVATES"?
4. What was the date of (a) Battle of Salamanca?

(b) Battle of Tel-el-Kebir?
(c) Battle of Balaclava?

(d) Surrender of Singapore?

LETTERS - Continued from Page

"Is it possible to obtain a copy of "Anatomy of Glory"? I wonder. Kindly can you give me any ad
vice of the buying of a fold-up wargames table, and terrain, especially for a large diddy-man armyrof
Napoleonics? Every success with the magazine and may you bring out many more excellent books on war-
gaming - how about 1300th scale??"

G.j.M.Croniu of 01 a Bexlcy, Kent.



LOOKING AROUND

ARQUEBUSIER - Journal of the Pike and Shot Society - Jan/Feh 1976. Now edited by Duncan
Macfarlane and with a new printer the magazine has a new look about it which makes the Pike and Shot
Society subscription of £3.00p a year (Pat Vingfield, 95 Springhill Drive, Crofton, Wakefield) very
worthwhile if this is your period. Those who run this Society are a stimulating and lively bunch
well fitted to the colourful period in which they are most interested. This issue contains good
articles on Robert Blake 1598-1657; A Personality Parade of Members of the Pike and Shot Society;
The Battle of Bicocca as a Wargame - yet another of the battles that I have used in my book WARGAM-
ING THE PIKE AND SHOT PERIOD - It says much for my original choice of two years ago that these are
selected by such experienced wargamers as the prominent battles of the period! The Trained Bands of
London and their Standards in the Reign of Elizabeth; figure and book reviews; the Marquis of
Winchester's Regiment; Prince Rupert; the action at Lyndal Close 1st October 1643; the Battle of
Valmont 1416 and Parliamentary Cornets.

BAND CALL - The Newsletter of the Military Historical Society, Band Section. April 1976. Edited
by that great enthusiast H.L.S.Plunkett (93 Springbank, Lakenham, Norwich NRl 2LH). This book is so
full of interest to those of us who delight in military music that one can almost hear the beat of
drums and the wail of pipes coming from its well printed pages. It provides a history of regimental
bands and bandmasters, lists and discusses famous marches and march-kings, gives old photographs of
bands and musicians but most of all reviews all the latest band records, giving an opinion of them,
their source of supply, etc., etc. Worth its weight in gold if you are collecting military band
records.

THE BULLETIN of the Military Historical Society - February 1976. If you collect badges and buttons,
etc., then this is for you as it contains numerous articles on such accessories together with contri
butions such as that of the 80th Foot in New Zealand; a stimulating correspondence column; articles on
regiments and formations plus book notes, etc.

THE COURIER - Vol.11: No.6 - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association. Always a stimula
ting little magazine, at the moment naturally contains a considerable amount on the American Revolution
by that great specialist enthusiast Steve Haller; articles on new products for the 20th century war-
gamer; Board versus Miniature rules; Foreign Regiments in the French Imperial Army; Banners and Flags
of the Italian Wars 1510-1515; A Battle Report of the Napoleonic period; Terrain Values; Wargames during
the period 1859-1871; A Colonial Wargame; Bolivar's British Volunteers 1817-1831; plus the usual
features, figures and reviews.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - Jan-Feb. 1976. The Bible of the board wargamer contains articles on
Panzerblitz; the game Afrika Korps; Third Reich; A Matrix combat result; An analysis of playing the
game Anzio.

MILITARY MODELLING - April 1976. As lavishly produced as ever contains well illustrated articles
on Napoleonic artillery uniforms; Flat Figures; British Submarines; Ancient figures; the models of
Benassi; Scratch-building a Russian SU 76; Imperial German Army Air Force uniforms 1914-18; conversion
of a a!941)i'Humber vehicle; all the latest in new figures, kits, games, prints, etc., etc., plus mouth
watering and pocket-bashing advertisements.

SOLDIER - April 1976. The Army newspaper, with articles on the 1st Queen's Dragoon Guards Military
Museum; A visit to Gibraltar by the TAVR; correspondence; book and record reviews.

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN - Issue No.4, February 1976 - Journal of the Victorian Military Society
(George Brinckley, 9 Richards Close, Harlington, Hayes, Middlesex). Written by enthusiasts for en
thusiasts, this well produced magazine contains articles on the 21st Lancers during the River War 1896-
98; The Victorian Military Memorials and Graves in the Middle and Far East; The Egyptian Army 1896-98;
book reviews; The Franco-Prussian War; Zulu War-Cries; The financial aspects of being a Victorian
soldier; The development of the Line of Battle ship in the Victorian period; and other items of interest
to both the wargamer in the Victorian period and those interested in this era.

WAR MONTHLY - No.27. Now well established, this well produced magazine has beautiful illustrated
articles on the Battle of Biscay; Sabotage Balloons; Operation Dragoon - Southern France 1944; Defend
ing the oil rigs; Merrill's Marauders; Passchendaele 1917 and the big guns that duelled across the
English Channel during World War II plus a large fold-up coloured plan of the Messerschmitt Bf 109G-
10/U2.

MILITARY AFFAIRS — February 1976 — The Journal of the American Military Institute. This very
erudite publication invariably contains articles of interest to the serious military thinker. In this
issue articles on the U.S. Coast Artillery 1907-1954; Foreign Fighters in Spanish Militias in the
Spanish Civil War; plus other military articles and features on new books and articles in other maga
zines plus some notes on model soldiers and models in general.

PANZERFAUST AND CAMPAIGN MAGAZINE - March—April 1976. Contains articles on the Battle of
Breitenfeld; Wargaming in Britain; Solitaire Panzerblitz (the board game); also a number of articles
on other boardgames; book reviews, correspondence pages, etc., etc.

WORLD WAR 2 JOURNAL - Sept.-December 1975- Very nicely produced in A4 size with articles on tue
141st U.S. Infantry Regiment; Amphibious Operations in the Central Pacific with a lot of good illustra-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 27



NOTICE BOARD

Harold Connor and his 21 years old son, who
live at 102 Harlow Terrace, Harrogate, HG2 OPP,
North Yorkshire, would like to form a cluh in the
Harrogate area. They wargame in the Napoleonic
period hut also have a Lamming-style Medieval
campaign running. They have armies for both sides
in the American Civil War, British and German
World War II and Romans and Ancient Britons and
have been reasonably successful in Skirmish games.
They have an 8' x 4' permanent table in the cellar
- this can be extended to 12' x 4' if necessary.

Anybody interested please ring Harrogate
60702 any evening and most weekends or write.

ooOoo

The North Eastern Regional Finals of the
National Championships are to be held at the Civic
Theatre, Halifax, on Saturday, June 19th.

Profrrammp to qtart at 10 a m Disnlav Eames • Harry Connor (right) and his son Bob measure the distance that front line troops ofProgramme to start at lu a.m. mspiay games ^ il, advance at the start of a battle based on the Napoleonic wars,
to include the now famous Arena' Chariot racing mc ncin-n 1-.1 ■ >
and Western Gunfight displays, with a special 1 in
10 refight of the Battle of Poitiers, with 15mm figures. Trade stands, refreshments and bar available.
Further details from Mr. C. Duke, 28 Beech Road, Sowerby Bridge, West Yorks HX6 2LR.

ooOoo

HONOURS FOR THE NATIONAL ARMY MUSEUM

A Dazzling Royal Display

Her Majesty the Queen has graciously approved that the orders, decorations and medals of the late
Duke of Windsor shall be placed on public display in the National Army Museum. Such a uniquely import
ant accumulation of these brilliant and jewel—like symbols of nobility, honour and respect will never
again be awarded to one man. It could only have been assembled by an emperor, a king or a crown prince
- and Edward was all three - at the zenith of a great empire. Nowhere can its equal be seen. The
museum is an especially suitable home as they are shown alongside some of the uniforms the Duke wore
and the medals he earned as a regimental officer in France anQ the Middle East in the First World War.
Near the royal display will be shown 3OO carefully chosen examples from the museum's unrivalled
collection of medals. These were awarded to British and Imperial troops for bravery, for campaigns
from the Civil War to the present emergency in Northern Ireland, and for long service. The new
exhibition will open to the public on 25 March 1976.

ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 1974 inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for ^5.50). Back numbers March 1974 to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA, P.O.Box 40A) at 35p per copy in
cluding postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p, plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

LOOKING AROUND - Continued from page qa

tions; Tiger Tanks; German Secret Weapons; Denmark during the Operations; Air to Air Rockets; Anti-
Partisan Forces of the Third Reich; plus correspondence pages, features on new books, games, etc. A
must if World War II is your period. (Obtainable from Graphics House Limited, 218 Beech Street,
Bennington, Vermont 05201, U.S.A. ̂ 1.50 per copy, jiSS.OO per year).

VEDETTE - Winter 1975. (Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors, P.O.Box 3OOO3,
- j " _ ~ . \ . _ ^ ^ 1 „ J- T r-.iiY.vn n 1 n.iVi -> «-i V» o cnr <3 t.tVi a+ -i+ +. rv

Infantry in Korea 1951; reviews of the latest ligures ana dooks, convex-Ling a legiunnaiic, luinvm
1886.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ OF THE MONTH: (Continued from page 25).

2! This'was the sum of 20 shillings which a recruit, before attestation, had it in his power to
pay to those who enlisted him and so obtain release from his contract. ^

3, The soldiers of the Commonwealth, in the mid-17th century, resented heing called Common
soldiers so the term "Private" soldier was substituted. , . _ „ ......

4. (a) 22 July 1812: (b) 12 September 1882: (c) 25 October 1854: (d) 15 February 1942.



LAMMING
MINIATURES
NEW RELEASES

MF/22 Foot Knight—charging and open hands—separate head
(as MF/5)
Closed Bascinet Head ball and chain, battle hammer,
pole axe.

AS/4 Sassanid Slinger
AE/8 Egyptian Foot—open hands for weapons, etc.
BY.'B Byzantine Psilos—Light Archer.
BY/9 Byzantine Psilos—Light Javelins or Spear.
BY/10 Byzantine Light Crossbowman.
AS/5 Sassanid Foot Officer.
MF/23 Crusader Foot Knight—open hands.
MC/10 Crusader Mounted Knight—couched lance.
RE/1 Roman Legionary (Empire).
RE/2 Roman Centurion.

RE/3 Roman Auxiliary Spearman,
RE/4 Roman Auxiliary Archer.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE RULES
(One-lo-onel Price 60p (including postage)

FICTIONAL WORLD MAP

30" X 20" 50p + 7p p&p

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY MAP (fiscap )
lOp ̂  7p p&p

Set of 12 different COUNTRY MAPS
ft i lOp p&p

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN SHIPS
(1 3000 scale) 5 for 25p

For full catalogue send 1 5p to:

LAMMING MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET - HULL - HU3 IDA

Overseas — Catalogue 30p

C>aq pie LEEDS
^ Gaels
Wrrgrme Specirlists
S  RisICIENTS R
I  Nrpoleomics 0
N MyrwicRL Errth L
i  Micro |
^  SmPS^Cioo
STRRTEGy Rn^Tpcnc Games

Ros Ormoor

L.S.Crrd Models
Send S.R.E, For Want5 Lists.
14 b. HflRROGRTC ROAD.
Leeds. LST. 4*^7.

VORKS.

The things people do to our two colour kits.

¥^5
Colour plan for the XXVIII SS

Friewilligen Panzer Grenadier Division.
Berlin194S.

JagdpantherTank: latest in our ever-increasing your name and address with 6'/2p in stampsto
Military Kits range. The Marketing Dept. RtLesney Products & Co.Ltd.,
Complete with two alternative detailed paint plans. Lee Conservancy Road, London E9 SPA.
For a realistic, authentic model on a diorama display — — "TA

1/76 scale. "MATCHBOX" Purple range Kit No.

For the new "MATCHBOX" Kits catalogue, send ^MIUTARYKITS
*Recommended retail price. "MATCHBOX" is the registered Trade Mark of Lesney Products & Co. Ltd., England.



AT YOUR LOCAL

STOCKIST NOW

33 NORTH MAIN STREET

NEW HOPE,

PENNSYLVANIA 18938

U.S.A.

Q series for the
empire builder

LATEST 54mm Releases:
By Roger Saunders:
H15 German Officer, 1914, in peaked cap
HIS German infantryman, 1914, fail marctiing order
H17 Lady with roses
M106 British infantry pioneer in rain cape, 1916

Aii at £1.40 pius VAT

and from Malcolm Dawson:

M104 RFC Piiot in fiying kit, 1917
M105 RFC NCO Observer in maternity jacket, 1917

Both at £1.20 pius VAT
P4 Frederick the Great with greyhounds

£1.60 pius VAT

Access and Barclaycard
welcomed with mail order

NEW HOPE DESIGN

ROTHBURY

NORTHUMBERLAND

Telephone: Rothbury 246

THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowies

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by;

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX

MINOT

LASSET

ROSE

OLD GUARD

GARRISON

RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

RANGE

RUSKIN AR/HS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH St NORTH

EASTHA/H
DISTRICT LINE

NEW/VIOOEL
/4R/HY I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS; Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.



SPECIALISTS IN

METAL MILITARY MINIATURES

MAIL

ORDER
103 WALSALL ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS 53^80

HOME

EXPORT

Todays precision military miniatures deserve
equally superior Modern Battle Ground resin
cast wargames and diorama accessories.

o WW2 Small sandbagged positions for light anti-tank
guns, mortars, machine guns and bazooka. 20-25mm

% WW2 Large positions including, pillboxes, derelict
cottage and artillery earthworks. 20-25mm

# Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery
positions and derelict farmhouse jl5*30mm

• Ancient and Medieval artillery/defensive positions.
25-30 mm

• 'project 300' Micro buildings range includes

Arab, Tunisian, European styles. /300th

SAE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES

MICRO-MOLD Britain's Laroest Range of Wargome Scenery
•d 'uandscape Models

B. 18 DemoMsf^ed House

NE.W!! Two more pieces in 1:72 (OO/HO)

use . B.7 Goblons - Two Emplocemenfs

Ideal for wargcme settings
over past 100 yeors op to
the present.

Per Set - 28p

For

Napoleonic
period settings.

Another new addition to the /—:
fast growing Micro-Armor y' 'S
1:285/l :300 scale rongey^v ^

NFWI I

From your hobby deoler or by post. Pleose allow
25% extra for postage, minimum 15p.

Ravine & River Each 72p

The main route of supply cuts through
the deep orsd vulnerable ravine while
the river crossed by o road bridge
winds its way through countryside where
cottages show the ravage of battle.

MICRO-MOLD 1-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GORING-BY-SEA SUSSEX Tel: WORTHING 46999

A Series of Handbooks dealing with warig;ainlng (obtainable through this magazine)

1. Rules for Ancient Wargaraes (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) by Tony Bath)
A. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone,
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 19AA Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (06) including postage.
WARG.AMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic

battlefields 55p (02).



MICRO MATRIX
REPRODUCTIONS

We have pleasure in announcing

A NEW RANGE OF ANCIENT

FIGHTING GALLEYS In 1/450 scale
After much research we have finally opted on a scale
which is ideal for wargame movements and fire power
and is admirably suited for a small table area. This size
also allows for great detail and accuracy. Each model Is
in metal and includes masts, sails and oars.

All enquiries

1 CROOKSTON ROAD,
LONDON, S.E.9 Tel: 01 850 4079

Trade enquiries welcome

ROMAN TRIREME 100
AD 74p each

ROMAN BIREME 100
BC 84p each

(Pictured opposite
actual size)

PHOENICIAN
BIRENE 100 BC 60p

each

GREEK BIREME 100
BC 74p each— • w w r tp caVfil

18/19th Century NAPOLEONIC WARS HI PS 1/1000th scale in metal including masts & sails
BRITISHBRITISH Sloop 24 guns 54p 2nd rate ship of the line 80 guns
Cutter 16 guns 40p Merchantman (Slaver) 20 guns 54p Corvette 28 guns
Brig 24 guns 54p Gun Boats (2 In packet) 54p SPANISH
Frigate 32 guns 54p Shot Thru Masts & Sails 40p Galley 20 guns
3rd rate ship of the Iine64 guns 72p Dry Dock & Slipway 80p 1st rate ship of the line 130 guns
2nd rate ship of the line 74 guns 72p Dockside Row of Buildings 72p 2nd rate ship of the line 90 guns
1st rate ship of the line 100 guns 72p FRENCH Frigate 36 guns
East Indiaman 38 guns 72p Lugger 10 guns 40p Merchantman (Treasure ship)
Merchantman (Snow) 54p Schooner 22 guns 54p 40 guns
Bomb Ketch 1 mortars 8 guns 54p Frigate 40 guns 54p Straight Harbour Wall/Lighthouse
AMERICAN 1st Rate ship of the line 110 guns 72p "L" Shape H/Wall with Beacon, Loac
Frigate 59 guns 72p Merchantman 10 guns 54p Bays & Derricks

cl of materials we have had to increase our prices. P & P please add 10% for ordersup to £5 or over £5 add 5% UK only. Overses P & P 60% Airmail, 30% Surface Mail.

THE PLACE WHERE YOU CAN GET IT I

TUN.WELLS 37624

for Collectars,Wargamers, Modelmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures ■ Models ■ Kits ■ Conversions -Tools • Materials • Books ■ Prints • etc

18B The Pantiles. Tunbridge Wells. Kent.

( Company HQ is based in bunker under BUTLER'S Jewellery
Centre - - tbrough the shop and down the stairs & you'r in ]

A SPECIAL SERVICE FOR CGLLECTGRS,WARGAIVIERS. MODELLERS,etc... IF WE HAVE'NT GOT IT,
WE'LL GET IT FOR YOG !... NORMAL DELIVERY 7-14 DAYS ... WE STOCK HINCHLIFFE - AIRFIX

MINIFIGS - HISTOREX - PHOENIX - GREENWOOD & BALL - G .H.Q - TAMIYA - HASEGAWA -
STAOOEN, LAMB, LASSETT,SANDERSON etc, FIGURES - BADGER - BELLONA - HGMBROL-

TITAN - ETC - & LEADING MILITARY BOOK PUBLISHERS. COMMISSIONS ACCEPTED FOR NEW

FIGURES-MODELS-DIORAMAS.

OPEN OAlLY.IOam-Ipm. 2-15pm - 5pm. CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY



PETER LAING 15 METAL
mm FIGURES

NEW RELEASES

ancients
Peleset light infantry 4p
Egyptian spearman with shield 4p

.  Egyptian heavy infantry
With poleaxe 4p
Kharu auxiliary 4p

. Hittite axeman 4p
t Hittite guardsman 4p
3 Assyrian medium horsearcher 8p
} Hittite chariot horse (2 reqd) 6p
(A412 Ox 8p. 4 reqd for A424)

F480 Hittite spearman
F461 Hittite archer
F462 Assyrian siinger
F463 Assyrian auxiliary archer
F464 Persian infantry with sword

and shield
M415 Egyptian horseman
A422 Hittite chariot

A424 Peieset ox chariot

LINK ITEMS
Suitable for use with 100 & 300 series for 7 year war etc

F1011 Austro Hungarian Croat F1012 Austro Hungarian Fusilier
infantry advancing 4p aS

M1002 Mounted cuirassier 8p M1004 Pandour type cavalry 8p
M1003 Hussar charging 8p

E.C.W.

F515 Dismounted dragoon firing 4p F516 Dragoon horse holder 4p
M507 Mounted dragoon 8p M508 Riderless horse for F516 8p

COLONIALS

A620 Maxim gunner (for A619) 4p A621 Indian gunner kneeling ^
A622 Indian gunner with rammer. A623 British muleteer 4p

kneelino 4p A625 Pack mute o
A624 Indian muleteer 4p A626 Wheel carrying mule for A601 Bp

OTHER NEW ITEMS
F125 Field guide 4p F218 Uriarmoured axeman with'kite^
F913 Priest with cross 4p shield P
F125 Field guide
F913 Priest with cross

NEW NAPOLEONICS

F1 British infantry advancing (Belgic shako) 4p
F2 British infantry firing (Belgic shako)
F3 British infantry kneeling, on guard (BS) 4p
F4 British infantry drummer (Belgic shako) 4p
F5 British infantry standard bearer (BS) 4p
F6 British infantry officer (Beigic shako) ^P
F7 French line infantry advancing
F8 French line infantry firing ^P
F9 French line infantry drummer ^P
F10 French line infantry standard bearer 4p
Fit French line infantry officer 'fP
F12 Prussian infantry advancing ^P
F13 Prussian infantry drummer ^P
Ft 4 Prussian infantry officer ^P
F15 Prussian landwehr advancing 4p
F16 Prussian landwehr firing
F17 British infantry advancing (stovepipe shako) 4p
F18 British infantry firing (stovepipe shako) 4p
F19 British infantry kneeling, on guard (stovepipe shako) 4p
F20 British infantry drummer (stovepipe shako) 4p
F21 British infantry standard bearer (stovepipe shako) 4p
F22 British infantry officer (stovepipe shako) 4p
F23 French imperial guardsman advancing 4p
M1P Wellington, mounted '•^P
M2P Napoleon, mounted ^^P
M3 British household cavalry 8p

P & P extra. Orders to £1, 14p; £2, 15p; £3, 17p; £4, 19p; £5, 21p. Over £5 Post
Free. Overseas P & P 25% (Air Mall) Min 80p.
Send 12p for list & sample figure. Over 450 items in 10 different periods available.

P&Pexlra.Ordersupto£1.14p;£2,15p:£3.17p;£4,19p;£5, 21p. Over£5PostFree
Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. BOp. Send 12p tor list + sample figure. Over 450
items In 10 different periods available.

PETER LAING

Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (SID 043 272)

GREENWOOD
i&BALL LTn

61 WESTBURY STREET,
THORNABY-ON-TEES. TEESSIDE.

NEW FOR APRIL,.

G & B present a new 75mm figurine from Major
Julian Benassi R.M.A. A superb character filled
study of the Grand Master of the Teutonic Order

circa 1240

at £2.27 (inc. VAT)

LASSET 54mm.
THE FINEST ANIMATED

FIGURES AVAILABLE

£1.60 (INC. VAT.)

L705 Brunswick Hussar 1815

L886 French Hussar 1812
(Elite Company)

L887 French Hussar 1812
(wearing Pellisse)

L708 British Hussar Officer 1800.

All FIgurs Dismounted.

m

GARRISON 25mm.
THE FINEST DETAIL IN
WARGAME FIGURES

INFANTRY 9p.

CAVALRY 20p.

NEW MEDIEVALS

ME5 Knight with Mace and Chain
ME16 Scot with Claymore

ME17 Scot with Lochaber Axe

ME19 Scots Spearman

RETAIL ORDERS UNDER £10 ADD 10% P.P. — OVER £10 POST FREE

THE FINEST MILITARY MINIATURES IN THE WORLD



(Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

IS ON THE MOVE!!

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT

FROM Ist May Al-L
correspondence
trade orders

mail orders

must be forwarded to our

NEW address:

m 7LD



So you thinkthe Duke of '''m:
Wellington won the battle of Waterloo,

Well, with the Waterloo Wargame by Airfixyoi
could devise a strategy to change al l that.

The Waterloo Wargame has everythingyou need to
fight the battle of Waterloo again, It contains Gsquare feet of vinyl mapplayini
surface.There are over45infantryfigures,18 cavalry men and horses and 9
arti l lery pieces with gunners.AI I are HO/00 scale figures in fully-detailed y
period battle dress and for extra realismyou can paintthem if you wish. A

Waterloo Wargame also includes two pairs of callipers, time dial, dicfi
transfers, plusfullcolourdiagrams and instructions for two different games.
It'sthe perfect introduction to wargaming.

All this costs £6.49 and either two teams or two players
can play. And even if you're on the side of Napoleon, it doesn't
mean you've backed a loser. • ^

. AlsoavailableisanAirfixbookcalled'NapoleonicWargaming'

I

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


